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Radha Krishna Mandir & Cultural Centre in Cambridge will hold a ceremonial
ground-breaking May 3-9 to start the building of its new mandir, pictured above.
In attendance with others for the clearing of the 2.24-acre site at the start of the
project was RKMCC’s President Dwarka Persaud (at right). See story on Page 10.
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Along with the other mosques in the GTA, the Imdadul Islamic Centre has been
observing the holy month of Ramadan and its daily fast, which concludes at the
end of the day with Iftar. In the Ramesh Ramkalawan photos above, the ladies are
preparing food for the celebratory breaking of the fast by Imdadul’s faithful.

NRF interest also doubles at Federal Reserve Bank in NY

Georgetown – Guyana’s economy grew by 72.03 percent
between 2019 and 2021, the largest growth rate in the Latin
America and Caribbean region, the World Bank reported
last week.
Along with this positive economic growth, Guyana’s
National Resource Fund, held at the Federal Reserve Bank
in New York, more than doubled due to an increase in US
interest rates.
Guyana’s 72.03 percent positive growth
rate was revealed in the World Bank’s
semi-annual report for Latin America
and the Caribbean, which was published earlier this month, and reported in the region by the Caribbean
Media Corporation.
Meanwhile, many countries in the
region, particularly the tourism-dependent nations, recorded economic declines,
the World Bank reported.
However, Guyana was among the 12
countries that recorded positive economic growth over the past two years.
Also, its cumulative economic growth
was the only one with a double-digit
growth rate.
Nicaragua had the second highest cumulative
growth rate, at around 7.53 percent. Guatemala, Chile, the
Dominican Republic, Paraguay, Costa Rica, Colombia, El
Salvador, Honduras, Peru, and Brazil were the other countries with positive growth rates.
While it was not indicated in the World Bank’s report,
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Guyana’s staggering economic growth is originating from
development of its emerging oil and gas sector, and other
spin-off developments.
The World Bank also noted that although Guyana’s nonoil economy has been affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and
climate-related challenges, such as flooding, the development
of the oil economy facilitated Guyana’s economic expansion.
Based on new growth projections, Guyana’s real GDP is
expected to expand by 49.7 percent this
year. This trend of economic growth is
expected to continue in 2023 with a
34.3-percent upward movement, and
3.8 percent in 2024.
The World Bank’s semi-annual
report also briefly mentioned Guyana’s vulnerability to flooding. As is happening in other
countries in the Latin America and Caribbean
region, it pointed out that climate change poses significant challenges to the local economy.
“Coastal cities are also threatened by sea level rise;
60 of the 77 most densely populated cities in the
region are located on the coast,” the World Bank
said.
It also highlighted that without climate adaptation measures, agricultural production in the region may
be hard-hit. Altogether, the World Bank warned that climate
change could drive millions of people in the region back into
extreme poverty.
Meanwhile, earlier this week Guyana’s media reported
that the nation’s Natural Resource Fund held at the Federal
See Page 9: NRF interest
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$379,900

O

Can’t beat finding a condo at this price in the heart
of Etobicoke. Close to schools, transit, amenities,
and highways, this suite comes with a lovely view
of Toronto. Features laminate floors, a large open
balcony, lovely kitchen, and underground parking.

O

One-year old home with tall ceilings & lge suncatching windows, modern as daybreak with
symphony in each room. Premium corner unit with
private patio. Layout boasts open concept kitchen,
great room w/electric fireplace, & main floor
den. Modernity shows with laundry on 2nd floor.
Everything new & worry free w/new home warranty!

LD

Near Transit

Enjoy the sheer amount of space with this lovely
semi-detached. Features open concept living
& dining room, gourmet kitchen w/ modern
appliances & beautiful family room right above
garage. Clean & well kept - its original owner took
great care. A rare opportunity awaits you.

Taste of Elegance

2

LD

Nestled in the Humberwood Park area, bright &
spacious 1 bdrm + den boasts fantastic, functional
layout. Beaut. serene view of lush nature. Located
next University of Guelph Humber, short walk to
multiple transit systems, nature trails, & community
centres. Perfect for investors or first-time buyers.

O

Don’t Miss Out

$950,000
A Great Investment
Welcome to this do-it-yourself home, prime for
investors. This spacious townhome features parking
for three vehicles. With a large pie-shaped yard,
you have the opportunity to design your dream.
Needs a bit of TLC to bring it up, but with the right
type of love, this home will shine.

$450,000

S

LD

$469,900

O

Located near Kipling and Dixon, this spacious suite
is ideal for investors, or first-time buyers. Enjoy the
city view from the open balcony. Features lovely
laminate flooring, an open concept living and
dining room, ensuite laundry, and comes with
underground parking.

See It To Believe It!

$949,700

S

Calling Investors

$379,900

$899,900

S

S

O

LD

Come see this masterpiece with double car garage
that includes internal access to a w/o bsmt!
Features include 3 bedrooms & main floor den on
upper level as well as a bedroom. Nicely updated
with a modern front door, laminate floors, potlights,
Lorex security cameras, & beautiful new deck.

S

Value With Elegance

LD

$984,900
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Invest, Don’t Spend!
A beautiful & spacious suite prime for investors
or first-time buyers. Features a rare layout with
separate living & dining rooms. The large open
balcony welcomes a gorgeous view of Lake
Ontario. Located in Scarborough, this spacious unit
is updated with ceramic & laminate floors.
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DENTAL EMERGENCIES
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Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca

Screen grab shows part of the CDCO’s online No Tax Fraud campaign

CDCO campaign takes lead against tax fraud
Woodbridge – Leading the way against tax fraud in the construction industry, the Carpenters’ District Council of Ontario
last week successfully concluded its April 11-16 Tax Fraud Days
of Action campaign.
With a long economic recovery ahead, it is important that
contractors pay their fair share of taxes,
CDCO President Mike Yorke, and Executive
Secretary Treasurer Tony Iannuzzi noted in a
statement.
“Every year, Canadians contribute to their
communities by paying their taxes. The
money we pay builds the neighbourhoods we
live in, and takes care of the people around us.
However, every year many construction contractors and builders selfishly and criminally
refuse to pay their fair share,” the release said.
According to the Ontario Construction
Secretariat, up to $3.1 billion in revenue is
lost annually due to construction contractors
Jason
not paying their fair share of taxes.
This practice is unacceptable, said Canadian District VicePresident, UBC, Jason Rowe.
He added, “There are contractors out there every day stealing tax dollars, lining their pockets, on the back of Canadians.”
Locating
required
financial resources is
important for governments at every level, since
it is critical to delivering
much-needed healthcare,
education, and infrastructure investments.
Also, as the CDCO
further noted, a crucial
tool that enables the
collecting of such vital
financial resources is in
stamping out tax fraud in
Tony Iannuzzi
construction.
As it highlighted, “Tax fraud within the construction industry often comes from the intentional misclassification of workers as ‘independent contractors’, lowering the general contractors’ income and payroll tax responsibilities, and allowing them

to avoid certain CPP, EI, and WSIB contributions.”
Additionally, “By cheating the system, employers that
improperly avoid paying taxes can gain an unfair advantage
over industry competitors. This goes on with every trade across
the entire industry and detrimentally grows the underground
economy.”
There are also deeper and challenging
societal resonances that accompany these
practices, the CDCO pointed out.
“It is sometimes assumed that practices
like misclassifying workers or paying cash for
home renovations are ‘victimless crimes’, but
workers vanishing into the ‘grey economy’
has led, in the worst cases, to human trafficking, and serious disregard for the basic
health and safety of workers,” the CDCO
pointed out.
Additionally, “[These workers] can often
be cheated out of their pay and forced to
Rowe
work long hours, under horrendous conditions, at jobsites that simply are not safe.”
As a first step in tackling this problem, the Carpenters’
Union called for implementation and enforcement of a “fair
wage” policy by both the Ontario and the federal government.
As it noted, the City of
Toronto adopted this policy over 100 years ago to
ensure its workers were
not discriminated against
by contractors failing to
pay fair hourly wages,
vacation and holiday pay,
along with certain basic
benefits.
“We need to consult
and work with government”, said Tony Iannuzzi,
Executive
Secretary
Mike Yorke
Treasurer. He added, “I
truly believe this is the time to really focus on tax fraud.”
For more information on no tax fraud click here; also, click
here for information on stopping tax fraud.
Read our Editorial on Page 6.

Chatam-Kent – The Ontario government announced last
week an investment of over $200,000 in a free program to train
disadvantaged youth in Chatham-Kent for careers in the construction trades.
In partnership with Family Services Kent and the Prosperity
Roundtable, the project will offer 75 young people a three-week
introductory training course in hand and power tool use, safety,
and woodworking design.
“Our government is on a mission to ensure young people
have the skills to find good jobs and build better lives for themselves and their families,” said Monte McNaughton, Minister of
Labour, Training and Skills Development.
He added, “I am proud to support this project that gives
youth in Chatham-Kent hands-on training, and a pathway to
financial independence and a career they can be proud of.”
This program is open to young people aged 15 to 29 who live
in the Chatham-Kent region, including Wallaceburg, Bothwell,
Dresden, Thamesville, Blenheim, Ridgetown, and Chatham.
Over the course, participants will receive hands-on training

needed for work in carpentry, general contracting and construction, and soft skills such as financial literacy and business
communication.
“We are honoured that the government has chosen to invest
in the Prosperity Roundtable to launch our skilled trades initiative in Chatham-Kent,” said Phillip Mock, Project Coordinator,
Prosperity Roundtable.
Students will also receive a paid stipend for the training
course and a tool belt valued at $150. When completed, participants can work as a sub-contractor handyperson for Ambition
Trailer, a handyperson social enterprise in Chatham-Kent.
Trainees can also connect with local partners who will work
with them to map out the next steps in their career.
The project is funded by Ontario’s Skills Development Fund,
a more than $200 million initiative that supports innovative
programs that connect job seekers with the skills and training
they need to find well-paying careers close to home.
To apply, contact Phillip Mock at 519 365-4042, or email him
at pmock@familyservicekent.com.

Ontario govt funds hands-on trades’ training for youth
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Govt gives go-ahead for new GO rail network
Toronto — The Ontario government has
awarded a contract to modernise and transform the GO rail network, and bring frequent,
two-way, all-day service to the Greater Golden
Horseshoe.
The investment will generate thousands of
new jobs and create economic opportunities
across the region. The project will include
adding over 200 kilometres of new rails, and
electrifying over 600 kilometres of track.
A new electric train fleet will also be introduced that could reach speeds of 140 kilometres per hour between stations.
“Building Ontario through critical infrastructure projects like GO Rail Expansion,
will unlock the potential of the economic
engine of our province – the Greater Golden
Horseshoe,” said Caroline Mulroney, Minister
of Transportation.
She added, “To keep up with population
growth, our government is making historic investments in transit, roads, bridges and
highways, including the Bradford Bypass and
Highway 413. Together, these projects will help
fight gridlock, make travel easier and boost

Caroline Mulroney
Ontario’s economy.”
Metrolinx and the winning proponent,
ONxpress Transportation Partners, will enter
a 24-month development phase to work collaboratively on design, early investigations,
schedule optimisation and key initial construction work.
It will include the delivery of overhead elec-

trification, a new electric train fleet, upgraded
train control systems, and expanded tracks
and structures along the corridors to allow
for potentially significantly higher frequencies
than pre-pandemic service. The project will
also include the operations and maintenance of
the GO rail network.
Said Stan Cho, Associate Minister of
Transportation: “Transforming the GO rail
network and delivering two-way, all-day service will be a game-changer for the people of
the Greater Golden Horseshoe. With quicker
and more convenient ways to get from Point A
to Point B throughout the region, people will
thrive with easier access to home, work and
recreation.”
Construction is expected to start in 2023
with incremental opportunities to add service
starting in approximately 2025 and 2026.
Ontario is also moving ahead with the
remainder of GO Rail Expansion’s Early Works
as well as Off-Corridor Works projects, which
include building new corridor infrastructure
and improving and expanding existing infrastructure and stations.

Mississauga – The New Democrats in
Mississauga-Malton have selected Waseem
Ahmed to be their NDP candidate in the 2022
provincial election.
Said NDP Deputy Leader Sara Singh,
“Waseem is exactly the kind of person we need
representing Mississauga-Malton. As an entrepreneur, he knows the challenges that small
business owners face, especially after a difficult
pandemic. Waseem knows that families need
a government that will fix our broken health,
home care and long-term care system, invest
in schools, and help tackle the rising cost of
living.”

Singh added, “We’re excited to have Waseem
on our NDP team, and we’re ready to get to
work on making Mississauga-Malton an even
better place to live.”
Ahmed said he was ready to work to fix the
issues facing families in Mississauga-Malton.
He added, “I’m committed to working hard
to help make housing more affordable, fix our
broken health, home care and long-term care
systems, and make sure kids have the best
opportunity to learn in our local schools. With
Andrea Horwath and the NDP, we can make
the investments that will help families here in
Mississauga-Malton live their best lives.”

Waseem Ahmed

NDP’s Ahmed for Mississauga-Malton
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Emily Li

Liberals pick Emily Li
Markham – The Liberals in MarkhamUnionville nominated Emily Li, a long-time
resident of Markham and advocate for newcomers, as the Ontario Liberal Party candidate
for the upcoming provincial election.
“Emily Li’s work to advocate for her community is the example we need at Queen’s
Park,” said OLP Leader, Steven Del Duca.
Li has lived and worked in Markham for
15 years, and has a strong passion for public
service. In 2021, she established the Ontario
Federation of Chinese Women, and has helped
many newcomers settle and adapt to life in
Canada, focusing her efforts on Chinese
women in need.
She currently serves on the discipline
and appeal committee board for the Home
Construction Regulatory Authority.
Said Li: “Now more than ever, MarkhamUnionville needs a strong community advocate
to fight for our seniors, our youth, and our
small business owners who are still feeling the
lasting impacts of the pandemic.”
She added, “I look forward to representing
the constituents of Markham-Unionville and
fighting for the best tomorrow for all.”

CANADA

CMAC holds anti-racism events

Click on screen grab above to go to Ontario’s anti-viral treatment website

Ontario expands PCR testing
Toronto – As Ontario grapples with its sixth
wave of the Covid-19 pandemic, the provincial
government indicated earlier this week it will
expand PCR testing and widen eligibility for
anti-viral treatments.
According to a release from Ontario’s
Ministry of Health, “effective immediately” the
more “high-risk” groups vulnerable to infection from the coronavirus are now eligible for
testing, and can be assessed for antiviral medications such as Paxlovid.
According to the release, and as Global News
and other media reported, “high-risk” groups
include immunocompromised persons who
are 18 years and older.
Also included in the list
are persons 70 years and
older; 60 years and older
with fewer than three
Covid-19 vaccine doses;
and 18 years and older
with fewer than three vaccines, and at least one risk
condition such as a chronic medical condition.
Persons seeking to be
assessed on whether they
qualify for testing or antiviral medications should
visit a clinical assessment
centre, or contact their
doctor, the government
stated.
Kieran
Ontario also indicated
that persons qualifying for an assessment will
also be eligible for a PCR test at any testing
centre in Ontario.
Stated the release: “Beginning April 12,
Ontario is making it easier for eligible individuals with a prescription to access antivirals
by expanding dispensing locations to include
participating pharmacies across the province.”
Also, starting today, the government
will provide a list of pharmacies dispensing
Paxlovid, and is available on province’s website. Treatment for antivirals must be started
within five days of symptoms “in most cases”,
the release stated.
Persons who are in the higher risk groups
with Covid-19 symptoms should “immediately
seek testing and care, by contacting their health
care provider or visiting a clinical assessment

centre”, it added.
On Monday, Chief Medical Officer of Health
of Ontario, Kieran Moore, said person should
consult with a healthcare provider to determine if antiviral treatments are right for them.
“Even if you don’t have symptoms, talk to
your primary care provider in advance to see if
the treatment is right for you in the event that
you get sick; have a plan,” he said.
The government’s move came following
revelations that the number of persons with
Covid-19 in Ontario’s hospitals climbed to
1,486, the government revealed yesterday. Also,
that overall admissions to intensive care was
at 206.
This is the highest
number of patients with
the illness in ICUs since
mid-March, and the most
in hospitals during the
ongoing sixth wave of
the pandemic, CBC News
reported.
Of the 206 people
requiring critical care, 64
percent were admitted as
a direct result of the virus,
while nearly 36 percent
tested positive for Covid19 after being admitted for another reason,
according to the province.
Meanwhile, CTV News
Moore
reported that hospitals
across Canada now face a resurgence of Covid19 patients. Also, according to the news report,
some health officials have said the resurgence
will likely continue for another month.
Latest data from the Public Health Agency
of Canada show that hospitalisations due to
Covid-19 rose about 18 percent across Canada
between April 4 and April 11, up 6,020 from
5,109 with persons requiring beds.
Last week Quebec, Ontario, Nova Scotia,
and the Prairies reported increases in hospitalisations, with intensive care admissions moving
slightly upwards in some provinces.
According to available data earlier this week,
Quebec had 2,220 people in hospital; there
were 1,053 hospitalisations in Alberta; 403
in Saskatchewan; 158 in Manitoba; and 59 in
Nova Scotia.

Montréal, CNW – The Community Media
Advocacy Centre last week launched a series
of consultative events titled Building an AntiRacism Strategy for Canadian Broadcasting:
Conversation & Convergence.
Made possible with support from Canadian
Heritage’s Anti-Racism Action Program, these
important and timely events will help confront
barriers experienced by racialised Canadians
(including BIPOC, Black, Indigenous, and
People of Colour) in
media-access, representation, and employmentrelated practices.
Thanking the CMAC
for opening up the
discussions,
Ahmed
Hussen, Minister of
Housing and Diversity
and Inclusion said, “In
Canada, diversity is a
fact, but inclusion is a
choice.”
Hussen added, “Our
government is proud
to contribute to the
initiative Building an
Ahmed
Anti-Racism Strategy
for Canadian Broadcasting: Conversation &
Convergence. Together, let us continue to
build a country that is better, fairer, and more
inclusive for everybody, and work together to
address issues such as the barriers faced by
racialised Canadians.”
Five regional gatherings will be facilitated, starting in Montréal on April 30 at the
Université du Québec à Montréal.
Subsequent events will be hosted in
Vancouver, Halifax, Calgary, and Winnipeg,
culminating in a national conference to be held
at Carleton University in Ottawa.
The goal of the events is to develop and

disseminate an Anti-Racism Strategy that will
reduce barriers to participation in media and
broadcasting policy-making for racialised
Canadians.
More event details are available online by
clicking here.
Senior Consultant at CMAC Laith Marouf
said, “As an organisation with a commitment
and history of mobilising grassroots knowledge
to inform media policy-making in Canada,
CMAC is excited to
launch the Building an
Anti-Racism Strategy for
Canadian Broadcasting:
Conversation
&
Convergence
initiative with funding support from Canadian
Heritage’s Anti-Racism
Action Program.”
Marouf added, “We
see this as a timely
intervention with the
potential to shape how
racialised Canadians
experience the media
space. We are grateful to
Hussen
Canadian Heritage for
their partnership and the trust imposed in us
and commit to ensuring the successful and
responsible execution of this project.”
CMAC is a non-profit organisation supporting self-determination in media through
research, relationship-building, advocacy, and
learning. It engages in policy processes affecting community and Indigenous media; builds
relationships with other non-profit organisations serving community and Indigenous
media; and participates in research projects
and conferences to advance practices, knowledge, and policy for Indigenous and community media in Canada and internationally.

CineFAM launches its Limitless Program
Toronto – CineFAM has launched the
Limitless Program created by award-winning filmmaker, Academy Director Member
& CaribbeanTales Media Group founder,
Frances-Anne Solomon.
The program will develop and promote
extraordinary, original works by women and
non-binary people of colour whose voices are
usually vastly under-represented, or marginalised within the Canadian media landscape.
In partnership with CaribbeanTales, the
CineFAM Limitless Program will help these
creatives, guided by established industry mentors, to launch their careers.
It is a nine-month program, and offers a

safe, supportive digital space for its participants
to showcase their work, engage in meaningful
discussions, and build connections with likeminded individuals in their field.
Thus, supported by the CaribbeanTales and
CineFAM Team along with selected mentors,
each one will package and present her project
– either a feature film, or a television series
in development – along with a short proof of
concept.
Limitless will fill a critical gap in the
Canadian Film Industry by enabling access and
integration of women and non-binary creators
of colour.
Click here for more information.
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Damus petimusque vicissim

Editorial

T

No Tax Fraud

he just-concluded No Tax Fraud Days of Action
campaign by the Carpenters’ District Council of
Ontario against tax fraud in the construction
industry deserves full support and actionability.
As the CDCO has rightly stated, there is a long economic recovery ahead for us here in Ontario, and as a nation.
That this is going to be a major and challenging journey
for us has come about in the wake of the tragic and personal losses many among us have suffered in the last two
years, and the hard societal and economic impact that the
Covid-19 pandemic brought to our doorsteps, inside our
households, and into our daily lives.
It is thus important that the call made by the CDCO,
and its President, Mike Yorke, and Executive Secretary
Treasurer, Tony Iannuzzi, be heeded: that contractors in
the construction industry pay their fair share of taxes so we
are not cheated out of the vital and critical funds required
for our post-pandemic recovery.
As the CDCO has noted, “Every year, Canadians contribute to their communities by paying their taxes. The
money we pay builds the neighbourhoods we live in, and
takes care of the people around us. However, every year
many construction contractors and builders selfishly and
criminally refuse to pay their fair share.”
The haemorrhage from the national coffers from such
dishonesty is significant: up to $3.1 billion are lost annually, according to the Ontario Construction Secretariat.
Canadian District Vice-President, UBC, Jason Rowe, is
correct when he asserts that such dishonest practices are
unacceptable. He is unequivocal in calling out the dishonesty as being unconscionable; and for what it is: blatant
theft of tax dollars out of the provincial and national purse,
and consequently, from us as Canadians.
“There are contractors out there every day stealing tax
dollars, lining their pockets, on the back of Canadians,”
said Rowe.
As the CDCO has noted, “Tax fraud within the construction industry often comes from the intentional misclassification of workers as ‘independent contractors’,
lowering the general contractors’ income and payroll tax
responsibilities, and allowing them to avoid certain CPP,
EI, and WSIB contributions.”
It adds, “By cheating the system, employers that improperly avoid paying taxes can gain an unfair advantage over
industry competitors. This goes on with every trade across
the entire industry and detrimentally grows the underground economy.”
At any time, and especially in these challenging times,
as Canada recovers from the Covid-19 pandemic, our
governments at each level need the hard currency of
financial resources. To have this means it can be allocated
for delivery of much-needed healthcare, education, and
infrastructure investments; also, as pragmatically noted
by the CDCO, its allocation at the capillary level builds
neighbourhoods, and takes care of the people around us.
It means that stamping out tax fraud in the construction
industry is a vital tool that enables collection of such hard
currency to develop the neighbourhoods where we live,
and to sustain the lives of the people for whom we care.
There is a more profound resonance to taxation dishonesty that impacts communities as our Caribbean diaspora.
As the CDCO noted, “It is sometimes assumed that
practices like misclassifying workers or paying cash for
home renovations are ‘victimless crimes’, but workers vanishing into the ‘grey economy’ has led, in the worst cases,
to human trafficking, and serious disregard for the basic
health and safety of workers.”
Additionally, “[These workers] can often be cheated out
of their pay and forced to work long hours, under horrendous conditions, at jobsites that simply are not safe.”
Implementation and enforcement of a “fair wage”
policy by both the Ontario and the federal government is a
solution moving forward, the CDCO has noted.
However, further ahead, as Iannuzzi has noted: “We
need to consult and work with government”. It is a call that
deserves our governments’ full support and actionability.
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“We give and we take in return.” A proud pre-Independence
Guyana motto; teachers taught many lessons on the theme,
stressing its importance in honing inter-personal and international relations.
It could have prevented WWII, and today’s regrettable
Russia-Ukraine conflict, and its hapless casualties.
The spirit of “give-and-take” has never existed
between the US and Russia. It could have guided
US/NATO’s response to the first signs of unrest
– Russia’s complaints – instead of increasing the
arming of Russia’s neighbours, which they had been profitably
doing for five decades.
The step needed was not new. In 1962, the USSR dismantled
the missile base it was building in Cuba, on demand by the
US, and the CIA helped opponents of Guyana’s premier Jagan;
both had provoked the US just as NATO’s actions had bothered
Moscow.
But the US ignored Russia’s concern. George Kennan had
advised President Jimmy Carter to try diplomacy to set a
mechanism to allow exploration of Kremlin fears of US expansion in Europe, its funding and arming of Islamic militants
in Afghanistan (mujahideen) fighting leftist President Nur
Muhammad Taraki, who had repeatedly been denied Russian
military assistance.
Taraki had started reforms, giving land to peasants, thus
infuriating landlords, abolishing Sharia law, and sending girls
to school, thus incurring resistance. Then Russian President
Leonid Brezhnev sent a large force to the Afghan border.
Carter, meanwhile, boasted of arming the Persian Gulf and
Pakistan, which nursed mujahideen, ignoring Indian Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi’s security concerns; he promulgated his
doctrine regarding might in US foreign policy.
This troubled the USSR, which was limping economically,
and had just welcomed the 1979 US-USSR SALT II arms limitation treaty.
Attending sessions at the WHO in Geneva, December 1979,
I heard a Swiss academic explain the inordinate post-war Soviet
fear and distrust of America and Western Europe, when Sir
Winston Churchill wanted to launch “Operation Unthinkable”,
aiming “to impose upon Russia the will of the United States and
British Empire,” and mentioned “the elimination of Russia”!
Additionally, during WWII, Adolf Hitler had treated Western
Europeans more leniently than Slavs, lumping them with Jews,
ordering his forces departing for Moscow on June 6, 1941, not

to take prisoners; they removed all food and horse fodder, to
ensure civilian starvation, and sent task forces (Einsatzgruppen)
after the soldiers to annihilate survivors.
Thus, the Nazis cleared the countryside between Poland and
Moscow, as Dwight Eisenhower had confirmed in his 1946
book, Eisenhower Crusade in Europe.
In Stalingrad alone they had nearly 400,000 Axis
Mohan
soldiers compared to less than 70,000 defenders.
Ragbeer The force assaulting the USSR totalled 5,700,000
men, the defenders 20,000,000. Germany lost
2,415,690, the USSR over 15,000,000, with some
10,000,000 Russian civilians murdered!
In contrast, Eisenhower had 2,000,000 in mainland Europe,
and half that in Britain. The West lost 139,380 killed and missing, the Germans 834,314/1,500,000 men. The Soviets lost 80
soldiers for each American killed.
No wonder the Soviets get upset when Americans claim to
have won the war in Europe. Indeed, Russians assert that by the
time US troops arrived the Soviet Union was alone able to defeat
the Germans.
Between 1945 and now, more so since the 1970s, American
actions and lavish spending on arms, distant warfare, and
expanding NATO to the Black and Baltic Seas have stoked
Russian fears.
That would be like taking Russian missiles to the Caribbean.
Think of it. How would you react to such acts knowing the
mentality of your adversary?
In these columns I had hoped to stimulate objectivity, fairness, and critical thinking in readers; I give facts, as space
allows, make an argument for the reader to assess, and communicate or not with me any views for, against or neither. I expect
the spirit of debate to prevail and direct such a dialogue.
I do not expect a response laced with condescension, rudeness, misinterpretation, or hostility. If the response is full of
errors, I may correct them; but often this type has fixed views
and few hard facts, tending to repeat truisms and data copied
from their ideological peers in the press or social media; I would
likely let this one go, but may do differently if the person is likely
to influence others, for example, a teacher or priest.
I welcome informed disagreement, but I do expect good
manners, civil behaviour, and polite language. We do have
among our readers people who are self-absorbed, with fixed
views, who react poorly to new situations or different opinions,
and do not know how to disagree civilly. A closed mind is
unlikely to appreciate the other side. I’m often the other side.

How early movies helped to shape later narratives

O

ne of my early thrills growing up back home as a young
boy was accompanying my uncles to the movies. Now
back in those days I was knock-kneed in khakis, my
pockets bulging with marbles and indelibly stained purple or
red on the outside from the seep of a bruised, purloined fruit.
Then, for a small-framed boy with legs pockmarked from mosquito bites, with permanent
Romeo
indigo ink stains from leaky fountain pens on
Kaseram
the fingertips, and a neck craning upwards, the
movie house was foreboding and gargantuan as a
warehouse; also, it was poorly-lit, cavernous, and
oppressively heated as an oven from its sun-blazed roof of corrugated galvanised sheets.
Also, these “theatres” as my uncles fondly called the roughlyconstructed, brick-and-mortar edifices, reeked with humid,
sticky scents that varied from curries that crept in through the
cracks in the exit doors that also let distracting daylight into the
darkened cinema. The savoury smells of cooking came either
from the cafeteria next to the cinema; or farther afield, from
kitchens in adjacent houses.
The cooking scents were recognisable, and much preferred to
the next layer down of olfactory presences that permeated the
aged and musty interior of the movie-house.
It was such that when the neighbourhood was not chunkaying potatoes for dinner, the foretaste of highly-peppered curry
was replaced with a heady afterglow, which was the noxious,
stale smell of urine.
The scent was far from a wholesome and welcome presence
for the movie-goers who resided in the pit, the lowest level in
the hierarchy of movie-house seating at that time.
Here was our own, low-admission territory, an economyseating and stratified, deeper level in Dante’s Inferno – which
true to his hellish text, remained constantly heated despite the
herculean efforts of labouring fans spinning large as ships’ propellors and bolted to the walls.
The urine smell rose up from a far corner of the moviehouse, and spirited along the rough, wooden benches like a
ghost provoked out of its grave, no doubt rattled from its unholy
sleep by the thundering equine hoofs during a horseback chase
taking place on the 40-foot screen.
It awoke with an arched back, ramrod-stiff tail, and extended

claws during a chase scene from one of the John Wayne westerns that my uncles preferred, and vicariously enjoyed.
I recall one uncle being so totally absorbed by the on-screen
action that he kept time to the rhythmic soundtrack and the
pounding of thundering hoofs by ferociously slapping the sides
of his trousers as the posse bore down on its
doomed quarry.
Only for him to be reined in with a startled
sniff as the stale urine scent arrived, sinuous and
winding its way along, rubbing its arched back
on the undersides of legs, and after an assessing
premeditation, agilely leaping up to comfortably curl into an
unwelcome lap for a snooze.
Whenever this happened, my uncle groaned and reached for
his handkerchief, which with foresight he had providentially
soaked in the sickly-sweet perfume that typically permeated
funeral services back then.
“Boy, cover up your two nostrils. The picture so sweet that
people don’t want to go outside and use the facilities,” he said
darkly to me in the movie-house’s gloam of make-believe.
His voice was muffled by the thick, hermetic seal of the handkerchief, and was further drowned out by on-screen neighing of
stressed horses, and the blasts, zings, and ricochets from dozens
of firing Winchesters.
Now much later in life, in my few and far-between quiet
moments of reflective rest, I look back to those early days at
the movies as sequences that have all become connected to
construct the plot making up what are today my slightly tilted
narratives.
Perhaps it is a good thing that an illustrative forefinger can be
pressed down at certain points, which with hindsight and a kind
of acquired perspicacity, are identifiable as learning coordinates
on the map of early childhood experiences. Or perhaps not.
Such is my subjectivity that today I intuitively link a photo of
a kite entangled on powerlines back home to the mise en scène of
tumbleweeds blowing across John Wayne’s arid landscapes, noting a similarity in decay and erosion in the continuum of time.
What a sad sight a downed kite makes: tortured by the weather, its skeletal coconut-spines exposed under the shredded skin
of brown shop paper, eviscerated white threads wind-dangling.
Perhaps I should have covered up my two nostrils.
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Keep brain gain, not drain

Artist’s impression of the New Demerara River Bridge. Ministry of Public Infrastructure Guyana photo.

Bridges govt must cross to build the NDRB

Dear Editor,
Canadian Hazel McCallion, a political icon at the age of
101, has recently been hired to run Canada’s largest airport
in the capacity as a director with the Greater Toronto Airport
Authority, for a contracted period of three years. Prior to her
recent milestone appointment, McCallion retired in 2014 as the
Mayor of Mississauga when she was 93 years old.
Of interest, given
Guyanese citizens’ life
expectancy in 2021
was at 70.4 years,
and since it is projected that Guyanese
life expectancy would
increase in the future,
it becomes crucial for
Guyana to revise its
retirement age of 55
within the traditional
Public Service to a
higher limit.
It is a twofold reason: apart from govHazel McCallion
ernment agencies losing these talented personnel and skillsets
in their respective fields, most employees at the age of 55 are at
the pinnacle of their careers, and have much more to contribute
and deliver for the benefit of these institutions.
Further, based on the current trajectory for our country’s
economic development, it’s time we stem all forms of brain
drain and preserve our brain gain.
Paul Ramrattan, Guyana, via email.

Dear Editor,
For years Guyanese have been dreaming of a fixed bridge
across the Demerara River, and now the PPP/Civic government
has boldly undertaken to make this dream a reality.
Unlike bridges across a trench or a canal or a small river
(small span bridges), the New Demerara River Bridge (NDRB)
is a Large Span Bridge (LSB), requiring professionals from
across various disciplines for its conceptualisation, to construction and operation.
Among these disciplines are economics, social science,
environment, law, geology, and many sub-disciplines of civil
engineering as geotechnical, structures, hydraulics, traffic, and
so on. Then there are architecture, electrical and mechanical
engineering, construction, and project management.
Often, specialists are required from the technical disciplines
involved in bridge engineering and contractors who have significant experience in LSB construction.
Newspaper articles reported that the NDRB is conceptualised
as a fan-style, cable-stayed bridge, allowing uninterrupted ship
traffic along the river. It is unknown if any substantial environmental and geotechnical investigations have been carried out.
Nevertheless, the soils at the location of the bridge are likely
to be a relatively thick layer of a very soft to soft clay (Demerara
Clay) sitting on a stiff clay of unknown thickness (Coropina
clay). Bedrock, the ideal foundation support for at least the towers for the cable-stayed section, is at a considerable depth from
the surface.
The NDRB is a complex structure requiring technical professionals with significant relevant experience working as a team.
Bits and pieces of the work, both preconstruction and during
construction, cannot be farmed out to locals and others without
comprehensive professional management, and understanding
of contemporary design and construction of such a complex
structure.
The Guyana government decided to invite contractors to bid
for a four-lane bridge under two contract models (a) Design,
Finance and Build (DFB); and (b) Design, Finance, Build, and
Operate (DFBO).
Procurement for public infrastructure works in Guyana
is based on the Low-Bid Method (LBM), in contrast to
Qualifications-based Bid Method (QBM). The winner of the
LBM is usually the contractor with the lowest bid.
Negotiations with the winner follow the opening of the bids.
These negotiations are necessary to ensure that the contractor
has equipment, personnel, materials, finance, and a work plan
to complete the project according to the specifications for the

quoted price.
There are situations when the winning contractor cannot
perform consistent with the bid. Often this happens when the
procurement documents are not thorough, and thus provide
loopholes. For structures such as the NDRB, it is important that
procurement documents be prepared by professionals who are
familiar with state-of-the-art design and construction of such
structures.
In the QBM method, the government would have to choose
a contractor according to the contractor’s qualifications, experience, and reputation. Compared to LBM, QBM is more prone
to favouritism and corruption. QBM is preferred when the
contractor has specialised experience for the project, and a good
performance record.
The government commenced negotiations with the lowest
bidder, China State Construction Engineering Corporation Ltd,
to construct NDRB at a cost of some (Guy) $51.2 billion, as was
reported by iNews on January 11, 2022.
Negotiations with this bidder ceased because Minister Juan
Edghill cited, as one reason, “the increase in cost for the construction of the bridge”. Negotiations with the next lowest bidder then commenced, as iNews reported on February 9, 2022.
Suggestions of corruption erupted from the failed negotiations with the lowest bidder. There is nothing sinister about the
termination of negotiations with the lowest bidder, and starting
new negotiations with the next lowest bidder. This is the way
these LBM procurement procedures work.
Negotiations for DFBO or DFB require special skills, not only
in technical matters connected with evolving LSB design and
construction, but also in financial mechanisms and guarantees,
maintenance, and operations plans.
It would be foolish if the government were to disclose its
strategies before negotiations are completed, and a contract is
awarded. It is the government’s responsibility to select the best
contractor with the credentials, and price tag to DFB or DFBO
the NDRB.
It is also the government’s responsibility to ensure that the
public receives value for such infrastructure works. This can be
achieved by well-prepared procurement documents and quality,
incorruptible project/program management, messaging, and
transparency.
It is imperative that the government provides opportunities
in the contract for Guyanese, especially engineers, to obtain
practical experience in the design, construction, maintenance,
and operation of this symbolic structure.
Dr Muniram Budhu, Guyana, via email.

Dear Editor,
I am conducting research on Guyana’s politics during the
1960s. Part of this research includes an examination of the contributing factors, to what Dr Cheddi Jagan in his book referred
to as the “Wismar massacre” of 1964.
The Report of the Wismar, Christianburg, Mackenzie
Commission commonly referred to as the Wismar Report, was
prepared by a Commission of Enquiry, which was appointed in
September 1964, by then Governor Richard Luyt.
The purview of the
CoE, which included
Sohan Roopan Singh
(Chairman), Dr Harold
Drayton, Reverend
Alexander Sutherland
MacDonald, and Dr
Subhan Ali Ramjohn,
was to investigate “the
causes of the racial violence on 25 May 1964”
in the population
residing in Wismar,
Christianburg, and
Mackenzie.
I am particularly
seeking to interview
Baytoram Ramharack
Guyanese – any Guyanese – who were living in the area at the
time, who later permanently migrated from the area, who still
live in the area, and who may have had contact with anyone
from Wismar at the time.
It goes without saying that anonymity will be guaranteed and
protected. If you have information that you are willing to share,
please contact me at: bramharack@aol.com.
Baytoram Ramharack, New York, via email.

Filling up at a T&T service station

Dear Editor,
I have to admit I am scared to see ignorance in Trinidad and
Tobago has reached so far, and has pervaded the environment
with negativity that our politicians are becoming more and
more helpless. By the way, I have no political DNA.
As a former business manager, I feel sad that many nationals
in Trinidad and Tobago are yet to understand the country is
facing huge economic trouble ahead, especially when the energy
switch is completed to combat global warming, which is now a
serious threat to mankind.
The government of Trinidad and Tobago did the right thing
with a gasoline subsidy when energy prices soared, and we had
a refinery running then; but this is no more.
The present reality is that the subsidy cannot be afforded, and
neither can the government rape the Heritage and Stabilisation
Fund forever and ever, because nationals want cheap gasoline to
live in a fool’s paradise.
Neither is Trinidad and Tobago owned by the government,
but us the people. The role of the politicians is to manage the

country properly, and I admit that a part of our past can be
faulted.
However, we cannot live in the past forever, though; the
past cannot be recalled, and should be left in the past where it
belongs. The country is owned by the people; it is we who have
to face and bear the rising costs, and that includes everything
imported these days, many of which are unnecessary.
The absorption of half the increase in imported fuels is a
magnanimous gesture by Minister of Finance Colm Imbert, and
as good nationals we must try to understand the situation and
support his effort, especially as there are options now.
I daresay it could be worse.
I think criticism is now the country’s biggest enemy. We must
wake up to a fast-changing reality and face facts, otherwise there
will be no future hope for all of us and our children.
Start inventing, investing, and working hard now, dear
Trinidad and Tobago. Rise to your independence – it is the only
way out of the global mess.
Peter S. Moralles, Trinidad and Tobago, via email.
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Wismar massacre info wanted

T&T must begin facing many hard realities ahead
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Now Berbice appears positioned for transformation

L

ong ignored by both the PPP/Civic and
The long-established New Amsterdam
APNU+AFC, Region 6, East Berbice/ Technical Institute also enabled training in a
Corentyne appears to be finally get- wide range of vocational skills, but much of the
ting the attention it deserves from the current skill acquired are transferred to foreign shores.
government.
The government announced that (G) $50 milEarlier this month, several high-level gov- lion will be spent to equip the New Amsterdam
ernment officials, among
Technical Institute to prothem President Irfaan Ali,
vide necessary skills trainVice-President
Bharrat
ing.
Jagdeo, Minister of Tourism,
With inadequate opporDwarka
Industry and Commerce,
tunities and services,
Lakhan
Oneidge Walrond, Minister
Berbicians were forced to
within the Ministry of
view Georgetown as the “go
Housing and Water, Susan
to” place for government
Rodrigues, and Minister of Agriculture, services and employment. Plus, the lack of
Zulfikar Mustapha, held various meetings with opportunities spurred Berbicians to leave the
residents across the region to announce plans country in hordes for North American shores
to transform the region.
in the quest for a better life.
Although the PPP/Civic has historically
After targeting almost all other areas of
garnered a significant percentage of its support the country with development initiatives since
from Region 6, the second
coming to power, the PPP/
largest in the country in
Civic government has sudterms of population, it has
denly decided to place
largely taken Berbicians for
Region 6 on its radar.
granted.
According to Ali, “[We]
As a result, Berbicians
are creating a macro-vision
responded by withholding
that will transform this
their support for the party
region beyond recognition,
over the past decade.
create opportunities for new
So much so that they
jobs, bring sustainable jobs,
caused the PPP/Civic to
and empower people to parbe relegated to a minority
ticipate in a greater way in
government in 2011, durthe economy of this region.”
ing which two of its forHe said plans are in
mer members, Khemraj
place to upgrade the Rose
Ramjattan and Moses
Hall aerodrome to an airIrfaan Ali
Nagamootoo, successfully
port similar to that of Ogle
split its support in Berbice under the AFC International; proposals are being considered
banner. This was followed by the PPP/Civic’s to establish a small oil refinery, and plans are
narrow loss in the 2015 elections, albeit on also afoot to build state-of the-art hotels, shopquestionable terms.
ping malls, and private hospitals.
APNU and the PNC, on the other hand, have
Some (US) $30 million will be spent to
deliberately ignored Berbice, mainly because it replace the Skeldon Hospital with a modern
has always been a PPP/Civic stronghold. The facility, and to upgrade the New Amsterdam
agriculture sector, the mainstay of the Berbice Hospital.
economy, suffered the most under PNC rule.
As a complement, Ali added that Berbice
In 2015, the closure of the Skeldon and Rose will also have its own national stadium to be
Hall sugar estates by the APNU+AFC coalition built at Palmyra, which will be supported by
left thousands of sugar workers unemployed, the development of an urban centre – noting
and decimated communities that depended that “these are the real investments”.
on sugar. The failure of the supposed modern
In addition, the government is working on
Skeldon Estate, due to mismanagement, added an agreement to have a deep-water harbour in
to the woes of the industry, and the people at Region Six that will create thousands of jobs,
large.
upstream and downstream.
However, the PPP/Civic late last year, and
To supplement the possibility of a refinearlier this year, provided much needed cash ery and other related projects, the Guyana
assistance to sugar workers, and is in the pro- National Training Centre will also be estabcess of resuscitating the sugar industry, which lished at Port Mourant.
will benefit Berbicians at large.
Ali noted that more than (G) $160 milThe truth is the so-called “ancient county” lion will be spent in “phase one alone” for the
has historically had an agricultural bias, and training centre, which will be used to train
has survived largely on food and sugar produc- young people in the areas of oil and gas, and
tion. Governments, for the most part, never hospitality.
saw the region in the same light as Demerara.
He also announced that the region will get
In spite of regionalisation, Berbice never two call centres, noting that resources for the
attained the “head office” stature with decision- construction of those facilities have already
making mainly centralised in Georgetown. been set aside, and work will commence soon.
Consequently, the region remained on the This initiative will create hundreds of jobs, he
sidelines in terms of national image.
said.
Incidentally, New Amsterdam, the capital
The government is also co-investing in the
of Berbice, is now like a ghost town, espe- construction of an agro-processing factory at
cially since the abandonment of ferry ser- Black Bush Polder that will create scores of
vices. Corriverton and Rose Hall, the two other jobs for Region 6 residents, and according to
towns in the region, are relatively much live- Jagdeo, the government has received several
lier, mainly due to a flourishing private sector, similar proposals for investment in the region.
with Corriverton also benefitting from being a
Jagdeo also announced that some 400 smallborder town with Suriname.
business grants of $250,000 each will be availIn spite of being largely ignored, Berbice did able for residents of Region 6 to either start a
score a few benefits. The construction of the business, or expand their businesses with the
Berbice River Bridge opened the doors for the intention of stimulating economic activity.
free flow of traffic and goods between Berbice
School children are also expected to benand Demerara – reducing time wasted on inef- efit from a school feeding program, which is
ficient ferry services.
expected to be launched before the end of the
In addition, the establishment of the Berbice year. The students are also expected to benefit
Campus of the University of Guyana also from about 10,000 scholarships.
proved to be a huge benefit to Berbicians, who
In the agriculture sector, Jagdeo said some
have had to endure high costs of attending the 18,000 acres of land in the Region are expected
Turkeyen Campus of the university.
to come under cultivation, as the government
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The Berbice River Bridge reduced time wasted on inefficient ferry services
linking the ‘ancient county’ to the rest of Guyana
strengthens its focus on agriculture to increase to Moleson Creek; over $1 billion in farm-tofood production, create jobs, and enhance market roads for the region; and $4 billion for
income for residents of the region.
community roads.
Twelve thousand acres of those lands will
To counter the perception that the governbe put under cultivation in Skeldon by private ment might be making empty promises, Ali
cane farmers who were forced to close shop stated: “These are the real programmes and
when the Skeldon Estate was closed.
policies; these are not fantasies, these are not
In an effort to get the farmers to return to illusions… These are fundamental policies and
some level of financial stability and to pay off programmes that the government is bringtheir debts, Jagdeo said that assistance will be ing…”
given to them.
It would appear that Berbice is positioned
Some of the farmers are expected to return for transformation. So far, marketing and proto sugar cane cultivation, while others may motion for the country in recent years have
consider planting hemp, which the govern- largely centred on Regions 3 and 4, and on the
ment plans to make legal to cultivate on an interior areas. If a non-oil Guyana is to move
industrial scale.
forward, Berbice should also be on the priority
In addition, he said the government will be list for promotion.
extending the road to Orealla by an additional
mile, which will open up some 6,000 acres of
Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB
land for farming.
is a Member of the Canadian Association of
The government also announced plans to Journalists, and an accomplished financial writconduct a feasibility study for new canals to er. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
drain water directly from the Savannahs to the Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine
Atlantic Ocean to safeguard against flooding; Your Practice, is available on Amazon and on
to spend (G) $8.3 billion to commence works winningways101.com. He can be reached at
on the main highway from New Amsterdam dlakhan@rogers.com.

#7A-7 SUN PAC BLVD, BRAMPTON
ONTARIO, CANADA L6S 0E8
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Deen wins McMaster’s top graduate supervision award

Bank of Guyana

NRF interest doubles
From Page 1
Reserve Bank of New York saw its first-quarter
interest earnings more than double over the
past year.
According to the online publication,
Guyana Times, the Bank of Guyana’s quarterly
report revealed that in 2021, the NRF earned
(US) $65,823 in interest for the first quarter.
However, by the first quarter of 2022, the fund
saw growth that more than doubled to (US)
$151,412.
According to the BoG, the NRF’s upward
growth was a result of US Federal Reserve
increasing interest rates.
As the BoG’s reported noted, “In March
2022, the Federal Reserve increased its target
range for federal funds rate from zero percent-0.25 percent to 0.25 percent-0.5 percent.
As a result, the interest rate on overnight
deposits was increased and the fund was able
to earn a higher level of interest income on its
overnight deposits.”
The US Federal Reserve increased its interest rate ranges back in March for the first time
since 2018 as a measure to address increasing
inflation. The decision was also taken to implement more increases this year, and in 2023.

Hamilton, Ontario – Distinguished university professor, Electrical & Computer
Engineering at McMaster University, Jamal
Deen, was recently among the winners who
received the university’s President’s Award for
Excellence in Graduate Supervision.
Among other winners of the award were
Jason Busse, Martin Gibala, and Michel
Grignon, the univesity’s website reported. The
award recognises the outstanding contributions of supervisors to the graduate experience.
McMaster’s President and Vice-Chancellor
David Farrar sent “heartfelt congratulations”
to the winners while them wishing continued
success.
Farrar added, “McMaster is privileged to
have so many faculty members with such
strong commitments to excellence, inclusiveness, and teamwork in their supervisory relationships.”
Deen said the recognition was “a humbling
experience”; he added, “It is also a recognition of the numerous exceptional and talented
students that I was fortunate to guide, coach,
advise, and supervise. They have made my job
as a professor, the only job I ever wanted, a
most rewarding and fulfilling experience, and
for which I am so grateful. It continues to be
a joy and inspiration to collaborate and work
with graduate students.”
As noted in Wikipedia, Deen is IndoGuyanese, and a professor and Senior Canada
Research Chair in Information Technology at
McMaster. He is also the Director of the Microand Nano-Systems Laboratory.
His research specialty is in the broad area
of electrical engineering and applied physics.
He was recognised in 2019 by an appointment
to the Order of Canada for his work in these
fields.
Deen completed his BSc degree in
Mathematics and Physics at the University

Jamal Deen
of Guyana in 1978, where he won both the
Chancellor’s Medal and the Dr Irving Adler’s
Prize for being the best mathematics student.
He worked for two years at UG, where
he won the Fulbright scholarship under the
Latin American programme. With this scholarship, Deen undertook graduate work at Case
Western Reserve University.
Later as a doctoral student, he won an
American Vacuum Society Scholarship. His
doctoral dissertation was done on the design
and modeling of a new coherent anti-Stokes
scattering spectroscopy system for dynamic
temperature measurements, and combustion
optimisation in rocket and jet engines in 1985.
Deen has published extensively on microelectronics/nanoelectronics and optoelectronics, including works on the noise in electronic
devices.
As McMaster has noted, Deen is generally
regarded as, “A leading expert in modeling,
design and applications of modern advanced

semiconductor devices and circuits”.
Among his other works, he has co-edited
two research monographs Low Temperature
Electronics: Physics, Devices, Circuits, and
Applications, and CMOS RF Modeling,
Characterisation and Applications.
Sumit Majumder, now a PhD graduate and
working as a faculty member at a Bangladeshi
university, wrote on McMaster’s website that
Deen goes above and beyond for his students.
He noted, “[Deen] is among the few professors who is a coach, mentor and role model, all
rolled in one person. His open-door policy and
accessibility, constructive and timely feedback
in a polite and respectful manner are qualities
that …his students, really treasure. As a guide,
[he] mentors his students to excel, not only
as researchers, but also as moral and ethical
human beings.”
Tapas Mondal, a Pediatric Cardiologist at
McMaster Children’s Hospital, said as a mentor, Deen “is one of the kindest and most caring persons”. Additionally, he “had an amazing
positive influence… in awakening my ability to
contribute back to my home region”.
Xiaokang Wang was also congratulatory,
noting that it was a “great honour to get
[Deen’s] constant help and invaluable guidance” during PhD research and post-doctoral
fellowship.
Said Wang: “He is one of the kindest and
nicest persons, always giving us guidance in
many aspects of our lives. He is a person who
always plans and arranges things well and efficiently so we can progress smoothly. He is an
exceptional researcher who always guides our
research work with his professional and rigorous, but gentle and caring attitude.”
Wei Jiang also congratulated Deen while
noting his “constant support, invaluable guidance, and technical insights throughout…
graduate study”.

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

HEAD OFFICE

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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Contact: Valda
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Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
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Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547
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Radha Krishna Mandir holds ground-breaking puja to start new building
a four day Yagna that marked the mandir’s
Cambridge – After 22 years of owning
opening.
a 2.24-acre piece of land at Boxwood Dr in
Since its inception, the mandir has been
Cambridge, the Radha Krishna Mandir and
available to all Hindu organisations for pubCultural Centre will be holding a Bhoomi
lic and private use. Its executives are elected
Puja and Gyan Yagna from May 3 to May 9
by financial members for a three-year term.
to mark the start to building its new mandir.
Prior to the arrival of Pt Ghanashyam
A Mothers’ Day concert is also planned
Sharma of Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh, as its
in this time, and will take place on May 8.
first fulltime priest in 2004, weekly services
Building the new mandir has been a
and special functions were performed by Pt
long-time goal for devotees after more than
Danain Persaud and Pt Sewlall Persaud, both
two decades of dedication, fundraising, and
of whom are no longer with the mandir.
hard work.
However, Pt Dwejendra Doobay conMeantime, even as the years have accrued,
tinues to assist in an advisory role, and is a
the Hindu community in Cambridge has
regular visitor as a priest.
continued to blossom significantly, and is
Recent fulltime priests were Pt Rudra
now at the point where devotees have outPrashad Dhungana, Pt Sudhir Randev, and
grown the mandir, which is located at 67
currently Pt Lalit Sharma.
Old Mill Road in Cambridge.
Many leaders, swamis, Hindu priests,
The RKMCC has seen upward growth for
pandits, and Didees have officiated at the
more than two decades. It was founded over
mandir across the years to spread the teach22 years ago by Guyanese and Trinidadian
ings of Sanatan Dharma.
families, whose support have helped in the
While enjoying the mandir’s peace and
purchase and upkeep of the mandir’s curserenity, at the same time they have also
rent building.
experienced true Hindu hospitality.
Before purchasing its building at the Old
RKMCC has been served by many during
Mill Road location, the Cambridge Hindu
A vibrant Radha Krishna Mandir has now outgrown its present building
its history. It has been under the leaderSociety, along with a few supporters from
Guyana and Trinidad, held special services at the homes of indi- name to the RKMCC, a status move that led to it acquiring the ship of Dwarka Persaud, Mohan Ramphal, Prem James, Dev
viduals. Major events and auspicious festivals were conducted go-ahead to proceed with construction of the new mandir at its Ram, Vishnu Neel Balbahadur, who all fulfilled their sewa as
at schools and public auditoriums and facilities in the Waterloo Boxwood Drive property. Also, in May 2020, the RKMCC also President of RKMCC.
officially changed its Bylaws.
In August 2021, Dwarka Persaud was re-elected unopposed
Region.
The budget for the new construction is estimated at $5 mil- as its President.
The Old Mill Road location was originally a Christian
With the budget for the new facility estimated at $5 million,
church, with its front originally built around the 1890’s, which lion. The RKMCC has been working assiduously to acquire this
now makes it a Heritage Building. A back section was added capital through fundraising drives and donations from com- the mandir is looking to the community continuing working
munity members near and far.
together as it begins construction of the new building. It will
around 1972.
In that time, it has also seen three zone change attempts, and also welcome any further support.
Since then, improvements have been made mostly by devospent $25,000 in legal fees.
With its latest project getting underway, RKMCC anticipates
tees and volunteers.
The mandir was officially opened in September 1990 for the acquisition of new memories, and the emergence of new
However, due to the Heritage Building classification, no
further structural modifications are permitted. Foreseeing the Janam Ashthmi by Dr Budhendra Doobay, President and leadership that will make Sanatan Dharma blossom while conneed for more space, facilities, and an activities’ centre as the Spiritual Leader at Vishnu Mandir. He was assisted by Pt Bhoj tinuing to make a wholesome contribution to Canada.
Donations to help with the RKMCC mandir’s construction
mandir grew, the decision was made in 2000 to purchase the Narine Sharma, Head Priest of Vishnu Mandir, along with the
then priest of Radha Krishna Mandir, Pt Danain Persaud, and can be made online by clicking here; or e-Transfer to the follow2.24 acre parcel of land at 85 Boxwood Drive in Cambridge.
Two years ago, Radha Krishna Mandir officially changed its Pt Sewlal Persaud. Pt Bhoj Narine Sharma read and officiated at ing address — donate@radhkrishnamandir.ca.
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Thoughts on addressing racial imbalance in Guyana’s security forces
Dear Editor,
I write regarding the letter captioned “Hicken
should seek assistance from Hindu organisations in recruiting and retaining Hindus in the
police force” by Malcolm Harripaul, which was
published in Guyana in Kaieteur News.
In the letter Harripaul writes, “Post-1992
Hindus were actively discouraged by both PPP
and Hindu leaders from enlisting in the Police
Force and the Guyana Defence Force”.
Previously, in an article titled The PPP
and Guyanese Indians in 1999 and revised in
2003, Harripaul wrote, “Since regaining office
the PPP, has repeatedly demonstrated that it
remains anti-Indian in nature. It has failed to
balance the Armed Forces…”
And, while being interviewed on May 5,
2015 by Dr Rudy Jadoopat on ITV in New
York, he stated that immediately after the 1992
elections Dr Cheddi Jagan told him that he
(Jagan) was not going to implement any change
to address the imbalance in the police force or
the army.
In my view, considering the politicisation
of the army and the police by the previous
administration, and the fact that in 1992 they
voted almost entirely for the previous administration, it may have been a wise decision by
Jagan not to attempt any rebalancing immediately after assuming power in 1992.
However, it is inexcusable that in its 23 years
in office the PPP made no attempt to address
this matter.
In any case, not addressing the imbalance is
not the same as actively discouraging Hindus
from enlisting. I am not aware of any evidence
that supports Harripaul’s latest view that the
PPP, and Hindu leaders actively discouraged
Hindus from enlisting in the security forces.
Harripaul continues, “Over the past six
years whenever I addressed Hindus and urged
them to serve in the Police and Army I was met
with resentment from Hindu mothers… Just
over one year ago the GDF held recruitment
drives in Indian areas all over Guyana, and
only succeeded in recruiting one Indian who
was Christian...”
In the preceding, Harripaul focuses on
Hindu mothers and purports to present their
views.
Did he speak to the Indian mothers who are
Christians, or those who are Muslims? Do their

Clifton Hicken
views differ from those of the Hindu mothers?
Why single out Hindu mothers?
Interestingly, he informs us also that only
one individual, a Christian, responded to the
GDF’s recruitment drive.
Based on figures from Wikipedia, the religious breakdown of Indo-Guyanese is as follows: Hindus 24.8 percent, Muslims 6.8 percent, Christians 8.23 percent.
If we accept Harripaul’s assertion that Hindu
mothers and Hindu leaders actively discourage
Hindus from joining the GDF and the police
force, what discouraged the Christians and the
Muslims, so that only one person, a Christian,
responded to the GDF’s recruitment effort?
After all, Christians and Muslims at 15 percent (6.8+8.2) comprise slightly less than half
of the Indo-Guyanese population.
Over the years the myth that Indians do
not want to join the security forces or the civil
service developed, and is now accepted as
truth. The fact is that during the latter half of
the Forbes Burnham presidency, these areas of
public service were unwelcome, even hostile,
to Indians.
Indians were generally bypassed during
recruitment, and the few who gained admission had their career advancement blocked.
In the army, many Indian senior officers
quit when they were subjected to political
indoctrination, and one West Point graduate
together with his Afro-Guyanese fellow West
Point compatriot, was refused commissioning.
Consequently, the younger generations of

Dear Editor,
The government of Trinidad and Tobago
is obsessed with tormenting motorists and
vehicle owners.
It is not that we have to pay a plethora of nuisance taxes (purchase taxes and excise duties,
six percent Insurance Tax, Road Improvement
tax with no improvement), but we also have
mountainous auto repair bills due to bad roads.
Here we are again and gasoline goes up
courtesy the Minister of Finance Colm Imbert,
for the umpteenth time.
This time, it is in response to rising oil
prices.
I call out the Honourable Minister of
Finance for crocodile tears. As is his usual
political countenance, he bemoans the projected (TT) $2.4 billion subsidy which looms,
given the current oil price of around (US) $100
per barrel.
He says nothing about the failure to implement the system of allowing market forces
to determine gas prices, which like so many
other initiatives that were supposed to bring
equitable sharing of the tax burden, but instead
fell apart.
He says nothing about the current subsidy
on travel to Tobago, particularly on the interisland ferry. Like gasoline-fuelled travel, this
is for vacation and essential business. Both the
well-to-do and the working class use it.
This inter island travel attracts no less than
three subsidies. The actual travel of (TT) $300
by air and the (TT) $50 one way are heavily

subsidised, with older persons traveling free on
both land and sea. In addition, the diesel the
boats use is also subsidised.
It was my observation only recently when
I travelled, that the boat was packed to capacity. In the cargo area, it was like a showroom
of new vehicles from Range Rovers and Jeep
Gladiators to Hilux and Sorentos, each packed
with goods and supplies.
Clearly, none of the people going across
were feeling any kind of pinch. They were out
for a good time, all of the price of (TT) $50.
Just like the nation is now forced to pay
higher gas, food, pharmaceuticals, and hardware for a roof over your head, it is time that
the nation be called upon to contribute a fairer
share to the travel to Tobago.
Don’t riot: just as we accept that this government has killed the golden goose of Petrotrin,
and we are now beggars for gas on the international market, we must all stand the consequences, and it must be all-round.
It can’t be motorists only... or Trindadians
only; or only the working class.
Tobago purged itself in the last elections,
and left Trinidad to wallow in the cesspit of its
own buyer’s regret for the last seven years, so
there will be no love lost.
Instead of killing the motor car industry,
I call on the Finance Minister to show true
balance and equity, and reduce the subsidy on
inter-island travel, just as he is doing with gas.
Linda Capildeo, Trinidad and Tobago, via
email.

Irfaan Ali
Indians developed negative perceptions about
these organisations, hence their reluctance to
enlist.
For the record, when the SSU, forerunner
of the GDF, was established prior to Guyana’s
Independence, the Head and several of the
senior officers were Indians. Also, in 1961
when the Ministry of Home Affairs was first
created, and Balram Singh Rai was appointed
Minister of Home Affairs in the PPP government with responsibility for the police force,
he proceeded to address the problem of racial
imbalance in the police force.
In early 1965, a Commission of Inquiry
into Racial Problems in the Public Service was
conducted by the International Commission
of Jurists (ICJ) upon the invitation of then
Premier L.F.S. Burnham.
In its report of October 1965, the ICJ states,
“In 1961, a more positive effort was made on
the direction of the then Minister of Home
Affairs to improve the percentage of racial
groups other than African, and it was decided
that all recruitment into the Force, would be on

Time to consider ending ferry subsidy to Tobago
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the basis of 50 percent Africans and 50 percent
other racial groups. This policy has been maintained to date, and since November 1, 1961, out
of a total of 294 recruits entering the Force 142
have been of racial origin other than African”.
It is noteworthy that this result was achieved
under the existing rules without any change
to the admission requirements of height and
chest size.
What is even more significant is that the
key recommendation of the ICJ remains outstanding to this day. In its report the ICJ stated, “[We] recognise that the present position,
which is the result of a combination of factors,
is not satisfactory and is one that calls for special treatment. For this reason, we recommend
that in each year for a period of five years,
whenever the number of qualified applicants
at Constable or Cadet Officer levels permits,
75 percent of the applicants accepted should be
Indian, and 25 percent from other races”.
The ICJ report would be a good starting
for Acting Commissioner of Police, Clifton
Hicken.
Undoubtedly, the task of Hicken to address
the racial imbalance in the Police Force will be
difficult. He, his administrative team, and the
Minister of Home Affairs, will have to overcome skepticism, and mistrust in the Indian
community.
More importantly, they will have to do battle
within the police organisation itself to make it
more accommodating to change.
However, if then PPP Minister of Home
Affairs Balram Singh Rai could have achieved
a high degree of success in 1961, then there is
no reason why a committed PPP government
cannot effect change now.
President Irfaan Ali and his ministers, not
Hindu leaders or Hindu priests, have a responsibility to lead the effort and ensure its success.
Harry Hergash, Toronto, via email.

REGIONAL

Wealth Through Real Estate Investing: A Concise Guide
Jay Brijpaul

CAL’s 9Y-GUY aircraft

CAL resumes NY-Tobago flights in May

C

aribbean Airlines announced last
week plans to resume non-stop service
between Tobago and JFK, New York
starting May 5.
“The addition of this service is part of
[CAL’s] commitment to improve regional connectivity, and to support the drive to boost
Tobago’s tourism,” the airline said in a news
release.
CAL added it was negotiating for tourism
packages for visitors to the island.
“The airline is also working with key stakeholders like the Magdalena Grande Hotel,
Tobago, to stimulate leisure travel demand
and multi-destination tourism. In the coming
weeks, customers can expect more exciting
announcements about special joint promotions as well as information about increased
non-stop connections to/from Tobago,” it said.
Commenting on CAL’s latest move, CEO,
Garvin Medera stated, “In keeping with our
promise to Reset Expectations, Caribbean
Airlines will re-introduce non-stop service
between Tobago and New York.”

He added, “The JFK flights will place 320
additional seats into the market and offer a
dual cabin travel experience, linking the diaspora with home, and allowing more options for
flight connections via JFK.”
BW422 will leave the Piarco International
Airport at 10:25 pm and arrive in Tobago at
10:55 pm on May 5. The flight will then leave
the ANR Robinson airport at 12:25 am and
arrive at JFK at 5:30 am on May 6.
CAL’s first flight from New York to Tobago
will then leave JFK at 7:30 am and arrive in
Tobago at 12:25 pm before heading to Trinidad
at 1:25 pm.
Last month the government of Trinidad and
Tobago eased up on the majority of its Covid19 regulations, effectively reopening the country after two years of restrictions.
Among the moves for the reopening of
Trinidad and Tobago’s borders was removal of
the negative PCR test for travelers arriving at
entry points. Covid-19 antigen tests are being
accepted instead, with visitors still required to
fill out the online TTravel Pass.

Jamaica govt looks to diaspora, rail solution

Kingston – The Jamaican government is for a country to maximise on productivity and
keeping both its diaspora and exploration of economic activity, people and goods must be
new rail technology on track, The Gleaner able to move,” Shaw said.
reported last week.
He added that the impact of the reimpleAccording to its report, new rail technology mentation of the railway service is multicontinues to be explored by Jamaica, with the sectoral and multidimensional since it would
government seeking cost-effective land and air not only solve the problem of vehicular congestransport solutions.
tion, particularly in urban
There is also a role for
areas, but would prothe diaspora to play in
vide an economic inflow,
achieving these infrastrucboosting the country’s
ture solutions, Ministry
tourism product.
of Foreign Affairs and
A Memorandum of
Foreign Trade, Senator
Understanding between
Leslie Campbell said last
UTECH
and
the
week.
University of Birmingham
Earlier this month,
was signed at the event.
Jamaica’s Minister of
The MoU is intended
Transport and Mining
to foster collaboration
Audley Shaw indicated
between the two instituthat several land and air
tions for the promotion of
transport solutions are
rail technology in Jamaica.
being explored, adding
This will be done through
Leslie Campbell
that a railway operation
academic and industrial
was one of the areas now being studied.
capacity building, knowledge transfer, and proAs The Gleaner reported, Jamaica’s first motion of research activities.
railway operations started in 1845 under the
Campbell said through this MoU a new
Jamaica Railway Company as a private entity. Jamaica centre of rail innovation will be foundAfter decades of changing hands between pri- ed to facilitate new training and research provate and public enterprise, the government grammes on a range of railway topics.
became the sole proprietor of the railway in
“I commend both universities for recog1900, operating as the Jamaica Government nising the intrinsic value of Jamaica’s railway
Railway.
infrastructure to Jamaica’s national developHowever, Jamaica’s railway service was dis- ment plan,” Campbell said.
continued in 1992, except for use by the bauxHe also emphasised the critical role of the
ite companies.
diaspora in facilitating Jamaica's infrastructure
The Jamaican government remains com- development.
mitted to its search for cost-effective air and
As Campbell noted, the Jamaican governland transport solutions, Shaw reiterated dur- ment remains steadfast in its mandate to creing delivery of an address at the International ate an enabling environment for deepening
Symposium on Railway Engineering, which was engagement with the diaspora, as opportuniheld at the Jamaica’s University of Technology ties can be derived from this partnership.
earlier this month.
He also indicated that his ministry will be
“We are in the process of acquiring electric conducting a hybrid staging of the Jamaica 60
and biodiesel buses for public transport as a Diaspora Conference, June 14 to 16.
pilot project, to ascertain benefits. This natuThe conference will provide for further disrally brings into focus the importance of a well- cussions among participants that will include
functioning railway market, because in order innovative ideas for national development.
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Author Jay Brijpaul taps his vast experience & expertise in the industry to
provide comprehensive coverage of

What, How, When, Where & Why

to invest in Real Estate. This book will appeal to anyone interested in Real
Estate Investing. Topics covered include:
• Why Real Estate • How To Create Wealth
• Managing Your Portfolio • Transitioning Your Portfolio
• Common Sense Approaches

“Real Estate investing – we have all contemplated it but have been
disuaded by lack of knowledge. Finally, here is a book that sets out
comprehensively and practically – based on the author’s extensive
personal experience – the benefits and pitfalls of investing in Real
Estate.” — David Jebb, LLB, BSc. — Real Estate Lawyer
“The Brij Team has become one of the top performing teams in North
America, achieving The Elite Circle of Legends Hall of Fame and the
Luminary of Distinction awards — the highest awards a Realtor can receive
with the RE/MAX organization. Jay is one of the most prolific performers
in its 40-year history. Wealth Through Real Estate Investing is easy to read,
understand and implement. I really like the way Jay puts theory into
practice.” — Frank Colatosti, CEO, RE/MAX West Realty Inc.
“Jay is one of the top professionals in the Real Estate realm. With over
30 years experience, he’s navigated through every economic high and
low, coming out winning every time. Jay’s accumulated wisdom will give
you the knowledge you need to achieve success.” —Grant Browning,
President/CEO, Toronto Caribbean News Inc.
Inc.
“Jay Brijpaul has tapped his vast experience and expertise in the Real
Estate industry and written Wealth Through Real Estate Investing.”
Investing.” —Ken
Puddicombe, CPA (retired Controller, Finance), author of Racing With The
Rain, Junta,
Junta, and Down Independence Boulevard and Other Stories.
Stories.
“Real estate investment can seem complex for many individuals, but
this book provides a simple step by step approach on what’s needed to
understand and navigate its constant changing world.” — G. Chatwal,
CPA, CA.

Click on Ad To Go To Amazon
All Proceeds Go To Charity
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•

Chet Sharma

Immigration Law
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Emergency:
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The Indelible Red Stain

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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At 90, Aunty Evelyn Morgan & her voice are as golden as ever
By Dhanpaul Narine
went only to the First Standard. She attended
velyn Morgan is a household name
Latchmansingh Government School at
in the Indo-Caribbean community
Number 71 Village around 1940.
in New York. She is known for her
She said that girl children in those days
simplicity, great sense of humour, her storywere required to stay indoors, and to help
telling, and most of all
in the running of the
for her singing.
home. She had four
When these are
other siblings, and they
in full display Aunty
all were self-employed.
Evelyn becomes the
Her father found
life and soul of the
a job in Blairmont
gathering. Her songs
in West Berbice. He
are the classics of
also was into horseyesteryear.
racing. He owned three
There is the
horses that ran in Port
traditional filmy geet,
Mourant. The horses
or the bhajan that she
were Limona, Avon,
sings with panache. But
and Avak, and the
it is the Thumri and the
jockey was Rover. He
taan that have become
wore gold and green.
her specialty, and have
Evelyn also
held her audience
remembers well the
spellbound.
great cricketers of Port
The young Evelyn
Mourant, among them
Morgan was born at
Rohan Kanhai, Basil
Aunty Evelyn is honoured for her Butcher, Joe Solomon,
Number 7 village in
contribution to music and culture
the Corentyne area of
and others.
Guyana.
Another famous name was Dr Cheddi
Her grandparents were from India, and
Jagan, who went on to become President
arrived in British Guiana on the sailing ship
of Guyana, and who liked Evelyn’s style of
Rohilla in 1883.
singing.
Her grandfather was Sanman Maraj, who
She explained that she became interested in
was originally from Nepal. As was common
singing at an early age. Her father was singing,
in those days, Indentured servants had their
and was surrounded by some of the big
names changed.
names of the day that included Bal Gangadar
Sanman’s name was changed to Joseph
Tilak, Bharat, Ramdehal, Betty Latchman,
Solomon. The grandparents were bound for
Alice Rambali, Uncle Sakawat, Aunty Gentry,
Plantation Highbury.
Ramdhanny, and others.
Evelyn’s father was born in 1901, and her
Evelyn was married at age 15; the practice
mother Ethel Madeline was born in 1909.
in those days was to marry children at an
Evelyn was born in August, 1930. She
early age. Her husband was 17.
recalls that her childhood was a happy one.
Her taan singing took her all over Guyana.
The family worked hard and cared for the
In 1972, Evelyn, went to Suriname for a yagna.
children.
The singing was of a high standard, and when
As far as schooling was concerned, Evelyn
it came her turn to sing she gave it her all.

E

Mama Papa Love.
The people were impressed and she was
Aunty Evelyn gravitated to the Shri
invited again. It was a personal milestone for
Trimurti Bhavan several years ago, and has
her, and the start of a wonderful career.
since become a permanent fixture there.
Evelyn went for a second time in the
She admires Pandit Chunelall Narine as an
1980s to Suriname for a competition, and 23
extraordinary person,
cricketers went along,
and the feeling is
including Joe Solomon,
mutual.
Basil Butcher, and
She says that Pandit
others.
Chunelall is like a
She also met a
magnet; a bee that
young drummer there
brings honey to the
who played for the
people.
established singers.
Aunty Evelyn will
She predicted that the
soon be 90 years
young musician would
young, and her voice
rock the musical world.
is as golden as ever.
The singer and
As can be expected,
drummer was Babloe
many accolades have
Shankar, who is well
come her way, and she
known in the New York
remains as calm and
area.
composed as ever.
On her return to
Navin Phagu,
Guyana, Evelyn joined
Mendra Singh, and
the National History
their families extend
and Arts Council and
Aunty Evelyn (left) wins a singing their best wishes to
met many other great
competition in Suriname in 1982
her; as do many more
names such as A.J.
in the community.
Seymour, Gobin Ram, and Mohan Nandu,
Aunty Evelyn was recently honoured by the
among others.
Guyana Hindu Dharmic Sabha, USA Prant. It
She formed a kirtan group with Cecil
was for her contribution to music and culture.
Sinclair, and they sang at weddings and other
The Dharmic Sabha was founded by the late
religious occasions.
Pandit Reepu Daman Persaud.
She is grateful to Betty Latchman from
The members of USA Prant include its
Number 19 village for her help.
President Dave Thakurdin, Uncle Churaman,
Evelyn also made appearances on Radio
Bahen Deepa, Anil Bedasie, and others.
Demerara with Balgobin Kawal, Cecil Singh,
It was great to have Simantini Parsaud,
Neville Harper, and others. She left Guyana
the daughter of Pandit Reepu, witness the
for the US in 1991.
presentation to Aunty Evelyn.
On her arrival in New York, she made
There is no doubt that Aunty Evelyn is
contact with some of the singers of the past.
an institution in her own right. She sings in
After a few weeks, she was in the Mandirs
her rich and unique voice, and takes us back
again, and was singing at public functions.
As her popularity grew, she made a number to a time when music brought peace and
happiness. We wish her and her family all the
of recordings on CDs, and she appeared in
concerts. One of her well-known recordings is best in the future.

Chutney music spiced with rum culture now a worrisome mix
By Dhanpaul Narine
here is Rum ’til I Die and Rum is Meh
Luvah. If its bacchanal time, then “We
drinking ’til fo’day morning”.
The ‘Groovy Soca Monarch’ Machel
Montano penned a ditty in which he pays
homage to liquor. He sings, “Now I want to
embrace you, will never abuse you, you’re so
divine”.
If these are not enough, Kes the Band
brought out Rum & Soca, and one of the
tracks goes, “From since ah born, I’ve been
drinking rum”.
One singer from the Rum Drinkers
Association has gone so far as to change
Gangnam Style to Drinking Style, as one of the
characters sang, “We getting drunk in here,
doh gih me no blasted beer”.
The litany of rum songs has crept into
the mainstream culture to the point where
many people may think that it is normal
and acceptable to listen to, or watch videos
glorifying rum drinking.
But its prevalence has raised eyebrows in
public. Dr Suruj Rambachan, a Trinidadian
priest and politician, was moved to comment
on the references to rum in lyrics.
According to Rambachan, “I am worried
about the chutney culture and the rum culture
which have seeped into the psyche of our
peoples, to a point where I feel that it will be
irreversible in the future.”
Rambachan is a Hindu priest in Trinidad,
and a minister of a previous government.
He also visits New York occasionally and
conducts prayer meetings.
He makes the point that chutney music
is nothing new to the Caribbean. It evolved
from the experiences of the plantation and
Indentureship, and the music with its lyrics
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Sundar
became popular at weddings.
While this form of music was sung locally,
it was in 1958 that the wedding house genre
took off in a big way.
The veteran Ramdeo Chaitoe made an
album King of Suriname that is still being
played today. Ten years after Chaitoe,
Drupattie came out with her album of
wedding songs, and this too was popular.
In Guyana, local singers had their songs on
the radio played from tapes rather than from
vinyl recordings. Those songs included Dis
Time Na Lang Time, and Oh Maninger, among
others.
But we must not forget the contribution
of the Indian Hot Shots to music in Guyana.
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Popo
This group made some of the early recordings
on vinyl, and played at various functions. It
was led by Neville Kalicharan. He migrated to
England after suffering an eye injury during
the disturbances in Guyana.
The band continued for a while, but fizzled
out without its leader. One member, Tafazool
Baksh, said that the group’s O, Guyana,
remains one of the most patriotic songs about
Guyana.
It was in 1970 that rum was introduced
in chutney lyrics. Sundar Popo sang about
his Nani and Nana, and told us that his
Nana drank white rum while his Nani drank
wine. Sundar Popo became popular with
his recordings, and what is surprising is
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that he did so without singing devotionals.
The closest that he did so was to sing a song
dedicated to Mother’s Love, which was sung in
English.
There is no doubt that in the 1980s,
chutney was popularised by Babla and
Kanchan, and they took it to the international
level. Their album Kuch Gadbad Hai that was
produced by Rohit Jagessar went platinum,
but the lyrics had no references to rum or
liquor.
The sheer volume of chutney music on the
market, and the ever-expanding number of
artistes meant that it was only a matter of time
that the crossover from chutney to soca would
take place.
The person who helped to make this
possible was Drupatee Ramgoonai. This was
done in 1987 with her song Chutney Soca. But
Drupatee has come in for criticism. There are
those who feel that she was over the top, and
did not represent women and their struggles
in her lyrics.
Given the history and the current state of
chutney-soca, what is the problem with this
genre of music?
As we have seen, Rambachan is concerned
about the rum culture that is part of chutney
music. But what is worrying is that while
he has voiced his criticisms, Kamla PersadBissessar introduced a (TT) $2 million prize
for local singing during her tenure as Trinidad
and Tobago’s Prime Minister.
Rikki Jai won with his song White Oak and
Water, which is a Trinidadian rum.
Apart from Rambachan, there are others
that are critical of the rum and chutney
connection.
Swami Aksharananda is principal of
See Page 15: Chutney
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Even as she watered our souls, Lata also made us dance
By Aminta Kilawan-Narine
y ancestors may have
lost our language
centuries ago, but
Lata Mangeshkar has almost
perpetually been our bridge to
the Motherland. Lataji, born
in Madhya Pradesh as Hema
Mangeshkar on September 28,
1929, passed away on February 6, 2022.
Among many accolades Lata received
was having made the Guinness Book of
World Records as the most recorded artist
from 1948-1987. She was hailed as India’s
“Nightingale”.
As a mainly self-taught bhajan and
Bollywood film song singer, I learned a great
deal by simply listening to popular Hindu
songs and bhajans over and over.
I picked up on doing this from my mom
who herself has a naturally beautiful voice.
In the early 2000s, when the Internet was
not as saturated with easily “Google-able”
lyrics, my teenage self would press pause on
tracks I stole from Limewire. I would hand
write the words of songs that spoke to my
heart.
Almost all were originally sung by then
living legend Lata Mangeshkar.
How one singer could be the playback for
Madhubala, Vyjayanthimala, Meena Kumari,
Rekha, Kajol, and Aishwarya Rai will always
be beyond me.
As a child, I frequently gravitated towards
my late grandma Julian Khilawan Pardesi’s
room in the morning hours. She had a habit
of getting up early. After all, “Early to bed,
early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy,
and wise,” she would say.
One of the first things my grandma would
do as she awoke from her slumber, besides
putting on some Johnson’s baby powder,
would be to take a different tape out of her
spinning cassette organiser and press play.

The music, echoing from a
boombox, would fill our entire
Ozone Park, and later South
Ozone Park homes with a
gentle airiness, daily odes to our
foreparents that beckoned to me to
also wake up early.
I vividly remember my
grandmother’s fingers, which
she manicured herself, grasping for a tape.
Sometimes it would be taan music, sometimes
Anup Jalota, or Shri Prakash Gossai.
I was always internally excited when she
reached for the dubbed one with its paper
cover insert that was almost entirely white,
save for my grandma’s blue-inked script
writing. It read, “Lata Mangeshkar songs”.
Lata’s voice had a way of moving me to
tears even as an adolescent. Sweet. Nostalgic.
Home.
When I began singing in the mandir, I
would go through my Bhajan book and find
only the songs that were sung by Lata.
I wanted to sound just like her, like the
movie stars did.
Bachapan Ke Din Bhula Na Dena was one
of the first film songs I ever sang publicly. My
then-teacher Shri Jeewan Chowtie thought it
suited my budding nine-year-old voice.
I often sang Tora Man Darpan at funerals
and Jyot Se Jyot Jagaate Chalo during Lakshmi
puja.
I chose Daaka Dale on stage at my high
school’s International Day at Archbishop
Molloy here in NY, and Kabhi Kabhi in my
solitude after a broken heart.
Lata did not just accompany me while
singing; she also guided me and countless
relatives and friends onto the dance floor
too, especially when Mohe Lagee Re started
playing.
Every Indo-Caribbean setting seemed
appropriate to play Lata’s songs, while
clutching a carnation flower in prayer; or a

From page 14
the Hindu Secondary School Saraswati Vidya
Niketan in Guyana. When asked for his
comments about chutney and rum drinking
Swami Aksharananda said, “Chutney is part of
popular culture. But they have been modified
and made into a bawdy spectacle for titillation.
What was once part of the Maticore has been
given a new nexus – with liquor. Popular
culture now says all of this is okay.”
Swami Aksharananda says that the
degradation has reached a point where a bar is
set up by the parents of the bride, “with a wall
of speakers blaring chutney – even before the
maro has been constructed”.
The proliferation of rum in chutney
and soca music has led some people to
form stereotypes about Trinidad youths.
One newspaper reports that a young IndoTrinidadian these days would be seen as
“rum-swilling, roti-eating no-good kind of
fella”.
This image casts a negative light, as
arguably a good many Indo-Trinidadians are
perceived as rum drinkers caused by chutney
singers and their videos.
What about the role of young girls in the
chutney-soca scene?
They are seen as “either half naked vixens
or half-naked singers”.
This has prompted one writer in Trinidad
to ask rather angrily, “When did Indian
culture become so saturated in debauchery
and mimicry?”
This is a question that needs to be
addressed, but the commentators are shying
away from it.
Another question is, “To what extent
is chutney-soca in its present form Indian
culture?”
A frequent night clubber in New York says
that when the rum songs are played, the MC

would pause the music and direct revelers to
the bar to buy shots of rum.
One reaction is that Bollywood is
responsible for the mindless gyrations of
males and females in music videos. There
is also the view that push button music has
replaced the traditional instruments such as
the dholak, harmonium, and dantaal.
The proliferation of chutney-soca music
and its rum lyrics became the focus of an
investigation in Trinidad.
It was headed by the late Dr Selwyn Ryan,
and his findings were presented to PersadBissessar. She tabled it in Parliament in March
2013.
The Ryan Committee on Youths at Risk
found that dance hall, soca, and hip-hop
music are influencing youths into criminal
behaviour. In dealing with the impact of
chutney music and criminal behavior, the
Committee concluded, “[Chutney] music
has been seen as being responsible for the
perpetuation of crime in the society, more so,
domestic violence in the Indian home and
community. The alcohol or rum themes are
seen as the culprits.” A similar investigation is
needed in Guyana as well.
Where do we go from here? Chutney
singers say that their songs merely reflect
society, and their music is what the public
wants.
But the nauseating array of rum songs has
been heavily criticised, and there are calls to
ask chutney singers to keep the lyrics clean.
Artists have a responsibility to the public,
and there is no reason as to why wholesome
lyrics cannot be used. But society will have to
demand change, and the media too must play
its part in supporting a return to traditional
singing.
We may then begin to see the start of
something different.

M

Now an eternal
nightingale,
the late Lata
Mangeshkar

glass of Johnny Walker.
It should be said here that, as is often
the case with cultural icons, Lata’s political
history may have been questionable, given her
involvement with the Hindu rashtra.
A proud and practicing Hindu myself, I
could never get behind the hateful injustices
perpetrated by Hindu nationalists.This issue
deserves unpacking and deep introspection.
However, there is no minimising the
vast impact Lata had on Indian diaspora
communities the world over.
When I learned of her passing, even at 92
years old, I felt a deep sense of loss. I spent a

Chutney music with rum a worrisome mix
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few minutes each day for a week singing in the
shower listening to her music, tears streaming
down my face.
I told my husband that, somehow, we
would have to keep her music alive for our
unborn kids.
Lata could often be seen wearing a white
sari much like Saraswati, the Hindu goddess
of music and learning. Given my informal
training, she honestly functioned as my living
Saraswati.
Thankfully, she has left a record number of
songs for us to remember her by.
May her soul rest in peace.
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Fires of Fate sparks interest into lesser-known women in Hindu texts

T

he lives of lesser-known female characters from Hindu
scriptures as the Ramayana and Mahabharata, with
some stories dating back to the ancient Puranas,
are explored in Nutan Ragoobir’s latest book, Fires of Fate:
Exploring the Lives of
Indian Heroines.
The text sheds
light on the role of
the Hindu woman,
exploring the lives of
wives, widows, single
mothers, transgenders,
Queens, warriorprincesses, courtesans,
and demonesses.
These stories aim
to remind us that
heroines are not
born, as much as they
emerge under certain
conditions.
Since some of the
historical situations
mentioned in this
book continue to occur
today, the stories of
these Indian heroines
aim to broaden our
perspectives, allowing
us to embrace one
another with the
reminder that we are
all children of the
divine, Ragoobir says.
Announcing the
release of her second
Nutan Ragoobir
book via her Facebook
page, Ragoobir notes that throughout the history of the world,
the energy of the woman has conquered even the greatest of
men. Consequently, Fires of Fate offers readers the opportunity
to relive history through the eyes of Indian heroines, and to be
encouraged to rethink the future.
As Ragoobir tells us, the Hindu Goddess Sita is traditionally
revered as the silent figure of strength in the Hindu epic, the

Ramayana, and is the embodiment of all that is traditionally
expected of a “good” Indian woman.
Also, although Sita’s story dates to the Treta Yuga, the
second world age in Hinduism, Ragoobir notes she is still used
as the primary source of inspiration for
women in today’s
Kali Yuga, the
fourth world age in
Hinduism.
Although there
is no doubt that Sita
set a high standard
as an ideal woman
who is unwavering
in her loyalty and
righteousness,
Ragoobir believes
traditions should not
be allowed to become
permanent mental
chains in managing
our contemporary
lives.
And so, the raisons
d’être for the Fires of
Fate, which introduces
characters such as
Shakuntala, a woman
of virtue, whose birth
is perhaps one of the
earliest portrayals
of using women as
weapons of war.
There is Ganga, a
mother to humanity, but
who heartlessly drowned
her own children;
Shikhandi, born as a girl, but
who had a sex change to become
a man to kill a mighty
warrior.
Also, Kunti, a matriarch whose pre-marital pregnancy led to
a shameful secret, which, if revealed earlier, could have avoided
a terrible war; and Kaikeyi, a stepmother whose seemingly
unreasonable demands sent her stepson, the crown prince, into

A

The Supernatural

fter dating for two years, Zenora and Alfred graduated
from high school. Zenora’s parents forced her to
attend college several hundred miles away to break
her mind off Alfred. They felt that their white-collar middleclass status was above Alfred’s upbringing by uneducated
parents, whose clothes smelled like their meat and dairy farm.
Alfred’s friends were glad that their soft-natured buddy had
decided to remain behind and help run his family’s agricultural
business. They saw the separation as a blessing to get modest
Alfred away from Zenora’s compulsive and manipulating
personality, which she used to destroy his confidence and
lower his self-esteem. They believed that she fell in love with
Alfred in subconscious teenage rebellion to defy her parents.
While Zenora’s parents
thought that Alfred was
unsuitable for their daughter,
Alfred’s kinfolk thought that
gorgeous Laurieann, their best
friends’ daughter from the fruit
and vegetable farm next door,
was good for him. Laurieann’s
parents shared the same notion.
They hoped that the children’s
best-friend relationship since
they were toddlers, would
blossom into a love for each
other as they grew into adolescence.
Zenora did not trust Laurieann’s true intentions with Alfred.
Before leaving for college, she created innovative ways to spend
every secret moment with Alfred to cement their relationship,
and wedge herself between her boyfriend and Laurieann.
After Zenora left their village, Alfred and Laurieann
continued to interact daily. Their parents’ farms worked
together to sell their produce to the same markets, and the
children used their education to take over the offices and sales’
activities of their respective farms.
Zenora struggled with her studies, distracted by the
constant vision of Alfred and Laurieann together. Despite his
reassurances of his love for her, she knew that the flesh was
weak, especially with her long absence and his need for the
female touch that she had evoked in him. The best friends,
encouraged by their parents, could develop into a physical
attraction for each other. Sleep deprivation and failing grades
pushed Zenora into depression. She begged her parents to
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exile.
By presenting the lives of these heroines, Ragoobir ignites
the narrative that the Hindu woman was born for more than
the subservient roles traditionally expected of her. More
importantly, she states that Fires
of Fate is her offering to the
Goddess – for if knowledge is
not cultivated, then it cannot be
harvested.
Fires of Fate has been
praised by Professor Emeritus
Dr Brinsley Samaroo, who
remarks that the text speaks
of pro-active women that are
undeterred by misfortune,
and who are carving out
strong, exemplary lives.
These women strengthen
the assurance that we have
a profound inheritance to
propel us forward, he notes.
Additionally, Samaroo
says the collection is highly
inspirational, and that it
should form part of our
treasure box of sacred
memories.
Dr Ravi Khangai of
Nagpur University in India
also recommends Fires of
Fate to those who long
to become familiar with
the historical portrayal of
women, and the general
perception of womanhood
in the Indian tradition.
Additionally, Khangai
compliments Ragoobir, saying Fires of Fates is a job well
done, noting that to sift through the voluminous material in
historical texts to idenfity its female protagonists, and then
successfully bring them to light is not an easy task.
The book is available from the author. Ragoobir’s email
address is nutan_ragoobir@hotmail.com. She can also be
reached via Facebook.

Kamil
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come home, but they forced her to stay and use school breaks
to improve her grades. She knew their real reason for keeping
her away from the village.
The mental breakdown started at the end of the first year
during summer classes when Zenora had to stay at school
and study for courses she had failed. It was the busy season
for farming and Alfred was rarely available to take her calls.
His return calls became more
seldom over time, which added
to Zenora’s journey into isolation
and despair.
Reacting to a suspicion that
Alfred and Laurieann had started
a relationship, Zenora sought
relief from her mental torture
by accepting the attentions of a
young lecturer who promised to
enhance her grades in exchange
for a covert relationship with
her, which went against the rules
of the college. He also promised to help her cheat on other
courses.
After Zenora passed the initially failed courses, she grew in
confidence and wanted to end the relationship, but the lecturer
had fallen in love and was prepared to lose his job for her.
When she tried to avoid him, he stalked her and threatened
to let Alfred know of her unfaithfulness. She regretted spilling
her heart out to him at her most vulnerable time, but she was
forced into a compromise to appease him until she could find
a way out of her impossible predicament.
During a phone call to Alfred late one night after her lover
had left, Zenora exploded into a jealous rage when she heard
Laurieann’s voice in the background. Alfred tried to convince
her that they were working late together to coordinate an early
morning shipment to market, but her blood boiled in anger,
plunging her into a blinding rage. Visions of Laurieann in
Alfred’s arms invoked by her self-serving immoral activities
plunged her into a vengeful tirade of insulting remarks aimed

at Alfred’s heart. He reeled
from the salvo of shocking
lurid details of Zenora’s nightly sexual encounters.
After 20 minutes of screaming at the top of her voice,
Zenora realised that there was no one at the other end of the
line. Alfred had hung up the phone during her outburst, but
she was too enraged to notice.
While trying to catch her breath, her heart calmed and she
returned to sanity in the deafening silence that followed. Her
blood turned cold. What had she done? Her throat hurt and
her trembling fingers touched the redial button over and over
with the same result. The phone at the other end was shut
off and she went directly to voicemail. After leaving a dozen
desperate messages begging for forgiveness and callbacks, she
gave up and sobbed herself to heartbroken slumber. She had
done irreparable damage.
After a week of unsuccessful attempts to contact Alfred,
Zenora locked herself in her room. She stopped attending
classes and refused to open the door for her spurned, brokenhearted lover, who swore that he would reveal their scholastic
dishonesty. Exposure of her disloyalty to Alfred and fear of
confronting a future of failure descended into hopelessness for
Zenora.
Her decision to end it all was the coward’s way out. Zenora
was not alone, but she was lonely. She shuffled among a
gathering of strangers who would never become her friends
because they shared her misery. They were lost souls wending
their way through the twilight of uncertainty, unsure of their
destiny and powerless to choose. They had crossed the line of
regret with botched attempts at self-destruction that left them
trapped between life and death.
Like the others around her, Zenora gazed through a portal
at her Earthly existence. The leap from the tenth-floor balcony
had battered her body and damaged her brain. Alfred stood
beside a pregnant Laurieann and her husband, Alfred’s best
friend from school. Zenora’s parents sat on the only two chairs
and held hands. They all stared at Zenora’s comatose life form
in shock. Unbearable remorse drenched her soul.
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US report cites T&T human rights concerns
Port-of-Spain – The government will take action to address queries that were posed by the US government.
Commenting on the development, Opposition Senator
areas of human rights concern in Trinidad and Tobago that
were highlighted by the US government following the State Jayanti Lutchmedial said the contents of the report supported
Department issuing its 2021 Human Rights Report on April 12. the views previously expressed by the UNC on human rights
Following the report’s revelations, Foreign and Caricom matters in Trinidad and Tobago.
Said Lutchmedial: “The UNC has raised many of the issues
Affairs Minister Dr Amery Browne gave the assurance his PNM
raised in this report and we will continue to do so. The reputagovernment will take action to deal with the troubling area.
tion of our country will continue to suffer
The report was finalised after the US
under the leadership of [Prime Minister Dr
government engaged in significant collaboKeith Rowley] and the PNM. This is their
ration with national stakeholders, including
legacy.”
the government of Trinidad and Tobago.
In the report, the US State Department
Browne said the government of Trinidad
said, “The government took steps to idenand Tobago welcomed the report, and that
tify, investigate, prosecute, and punish offiit stands to benefit from “this type of colcials who committed human rights abuslaborative approach”.
es or corruption, but impunity persisted
He added that the report outlined many
because of open-ended investigations and
areas in which Trinidad and Tobago’s
the generally slow pace of criminal judicial
human rights framework remained strong.
proceedings.”
At the same time, it also noted the areas that
It added, “There were credible reports
required attention and action.
that police committed arbitrary or unlawful
Said Browne: “The areas of identified
killings.”
strength include, but are not limited to, the
The report referred to the deaths of two
independence of the judiciary, freedom of
suspects in the Andrea Bharatt murder,
the press, a functioning democratic political
Amery Browne
system, freedom of religion and association, and the co-opera- while they were in SORT’s custody last year.
A report from the Police Complaints Authority on the
tion and responsiveness of the government to local and external
actions of officers assigned to that unit is before the Director of
human rights groups.”
However, he also noted that of particular concern were spe- Public Prosecutions. SORT, the brainchild of former CoP Gary
cific references in the report to “multiple alleged incidents of Griffith, was disbanded earlier this year.
The report also noted that the government did not restrict
extra-judicial police actions under the named former leadership
of [Special Operations Response Team], and specific references or disrupt access to the Internet or censor online content. Also,
to allegations of bribery and other forms of corruption in the there were no credible reports that the government moniissuance of firearm licences under the tenure of the former lead- tored private online communications without appropriate legal
authority.
ership of the [Trinidad and Tobago Police Service]”.
The reports also noted that the government generally
He added that the government remains fully committed to
continuing its work with national stakeholders and key external respected the right to freedom of expression. However, it sometimes used “the antiquated Sedition Act to limit freedom of
agencies, including the US government.
Said Browne: “We will take effective action on the areas of the expression, according to some non-governmental organisations
(NGOs)”.
report that call for further attention.”
While the High Court struck down sections of the Sedition
Browne also thanked the National Security Ministry and the
Office of the Attorney General and Legal Affairs for working Act in 2020, the Attorney General appealed that decision, and
with his ministry to provide timely responses to the relevant the act was reinstated last March.

Artist’s rendering of the Central Block, PoS Hospital

UNC queries more $$ for ailing block

Port-of-Spain – UNC Oropouche East MP Dr Roodal
Moonilal last week called on Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
to reveal why taxpayers must now pay an additional (TT) $110
million to complete construction of the central block of the
Port-of-Spain General Hospital.
He also requested that Rowley provide the “pertinent facts”
on why Shanghai Construction Group decided to withdraw
from the project.
According to Moonilal, Rowley must explain whether he
knew of SCG’s departure from the project when he had
responded to a question on the issue in Parliament last January.
Last week, chairman of the Urban Development Corporation
of Trinidad and Tobago Noel Garcia said it will now cost taxpayers an additional (TT) $110 million to complete the central
block of the hospital. He also indicated that the SCG, the main
contractor for the project, had pulled out.
The project started in 2020 with an initial budget of (TT)
$1.1 billion, and was originally due to be completed by the end
of the year. Garcia said that Udecott has now agreed to hire local
contractors to complete the project in March 2024.
Moonilal said there are many questions unresolved after
Garcia’s announcement. Additionally, Garcia did not offer
reasons for SCG’s withdrawal from the project, and did not say
whether it was prompted by money concerns.
According to Moonilal, SCG is one of the world’s premier
construction and engineering corporations, worth more than
(US) $6 billion, and it “would not take a commercial decision to
walk away from a contract without compelling reasons”.
The refusal of the SCG to reconsider its decision to leave,
despite repeated pleas from Udecott, was a deeply disturbing
matter, Moonilal declared.

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
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Compare oil-producers
to justify fuel price rise
economist tells TT govt

Port-of-Spain – Health Minister Terrence Deyalsingh last
According to Deyalsingh, the government of Trinidad and
week called on Trinidad and Tobago nationals to make better Tobago “cannot go on spending (TT) $6 billion a year to treat
lifestyle choices, including drinking more water, eating more NCDs, because the capacity will run out. So, prevention is betfruits and vegetables, and exercising.
ter than cure, and that is what we are about… To tell people,
He made the call during the unveiling of the TT Moves and to empower people with the knowledge that you could take
building signage project at the Sangre Grande
control of your life. You could take control of
Enhanced Health Centre in south Trinidad.
your health.”
During his address, Deyalsingh revealed
Eastern Regional Health Authority Chief
over 200,000 nationals are living with diabeExecutive Officer Ronald Tsoi-a-Fatt said the
tes in Trinidad and Tobago. As a result, the
TT Moves campaign is “a collaborative iniMinistry of Health launched its TT Moves
tiative among the Ministry of Health, the
national campaign in an effort to prevent,
Inter-American Development Bank, and the
control, and reduce the risk factors of Nonregional health authorities to assist in the
Communicable Diseases.
prevention, control, and reduction of the risk
“Today we are here again, not only to
factors of [NCDs]”.
recognise excellence, but also to chart a new
NCDs are significant causes of mortality,
path forward as we mount a response; as we
not only in Trinidad and Tobago but globally.
reinvigorate a response to a silent, deadly
According to The WHO, 41 million people,
killer called [NCDs],” Deyalsingh said.
approximately 71 percent of all deaths each
Terrence Deyalsingh
He added, “We estimate in Trinidad and
year, are directly linked to NCDs, Tsoi-a-Fatt
Tobago that 14.5 percent of our population is diabetic, and that noted.
translates to a diabetes population of about 203,000 persons…
He added, “The ERHA provides healthcare services to
it could be higher.”
approximately 120,000 clients in the eastern region from 17
Deyalsingh said data from the 3,700 persons who have died health facilities… Our records show that over 28,000 of these
so far from Covid-19 revealed the number one comorbidity clients suffer from NCDs such as hypertension, diabetes, respiamong them was diabetes.
ratory disease, and many also have complications such as car“Think about how many lives could have been saved if those diovascular disease, renal disease, and visual problems.”
living with diabetes were better controlled? We could have saved
According to the Ministry of Health, the aim of the TT
lives,” he stated.
Moves campaign is to sensitise the most vulnerable populaNoting that NCDs is a lifestyle disease, Deyalsingh said it tions, equip them with appropriate information and resources
occurred largely due to food choices.
to empower them to make practical changes in their diets, and
“What we want to start today is to ask people to make a life- to also incorporate physical activity in daily routines.
style choice to drink more [water]. We are asking you to make
To promote this, the ministry will begin installing signage
a lifestyle choice to eat more [fruits and vegetables]. And we are at health facilities across the country that will display messages
asking you to put that together to make a lifestyle choice under about diet and exercise.
the banner of TT Moves to start to move,” he said.
Five health facilities in the ERHA, including Sangre Grande
He added, “[There] are the three things: drink water, eat Enhanced Health Centre, Toco Health Centre, Mayaro District
fruits and vegetables, and start to move. It is not rocket science; Health Facility, Rio Claro Health Centre, and Sangre Grande
it is a choice.”
Hospital, have been selected to have the signage installed.

Port-of-Spain – Comparing fuel prices between Trinidad
and Tobago and other countries would yield a better picture
if the latter were oil-producing countries, UWI economist Dr
Vaalmikki Arjoon observed last week.
Arjoon’s comment came following a tweet from Finance
Minister Colm Imbert in an attempt to justify the government’s
planned increase in fuel prices. As of yesterday, Trinidad and
Tobago started paying more for fuel at the pumps.
Earlier this month, Imbert announced the proposed increases in the House of Representatives on April 8. Up to yesterday,
prices per litre, for premium gasoline, super gasoline and diesel
were (TT) $5.75, $4.97 and $3.41 respectively.
However, the price of premium gasoline and super gasoline rose yesterday by $1 per litre, while the price of diesel
was adjusted upwards by 50 cents. It was the fourth fuel price
adjustment implemented since the PNM returned to office in
September 2015.
In a tweet last week,
Imbert wrote, “Increases in
the price of gas are never
easy to absorb, but it is
important to note that the
price of gas in [Trinidad and
Tobago] is the second lowest
out of 13 Caribbean countries in 2022.”
Imbert also said that diesel in the US was currently
$9.13 per litre compared, to
what was then $3.41 per litre
price in Trinidad and
Vaalmikki Arjoon
Tobago.
Said Arjoon in response to Imbert’s declaration, “…I don’t
think we can really justify increasing prices by comparing ours
with other economies, as the economic circumstances and management in all countries are not the same.”
Additionally, he stated any comparison of fuel prices between
Trinidad and Tobago and other countries, would yield a better
picture if the latter were oil-producing countries.
“The comparisons with the US and other Caribbean countries is tenuous, especially since they are non-oil producing
economies,” he said.
Pakistan was cited as an example of a comparable oil-producing economy, with Arjoon noting, “[It] has a GDP per capita
based on purchasing power parity (PPP) of (US) $4,562.62,
which is much lower than ours of (US) $23,722.48.”
The price of gasoline in Pakistan is (US) $0.819 or $5.56 per
litre. Arjoon said similar examples could be found in other oil
producing economies such as Algeria, Tunisia, Ecuador, and
Belarus.
“All this shows that while these countries are faced with a
purchasing power that is worse than ours, they are still charging
lower prices at the pump,” he noted.
Also, he revealed these countries have refineries, which
lessen their need for importing fuel.
He examined other oil producing countries such as the UAE,
Denmark, and the UK. While these countries have high fuel
prices, he said they “offer better public transportation systems
and networks than we do”.
Arjoon also said these countries provide better support for
their citizens through advanced health care services, more
access to social services, schooling, infrastructure and basic
amenities such as potable water and housing.
Against this background, Arjoon said it was difficult to justify the planned fuel increases.

Port-of-Spain – The reopening of schools yesterday following the easing of Covid-19 regulations left many parents worried about the increase in gas, food, and transportation prices.
It could not have come at a worse time, many parents told the
Trinidad Express late last week.
Schools throughout Trinidad and Tobago fully reopened
yesterday for the first time in over two years, causing parents
to brace for the impact of purchasing back-to-school supplies,
securing affordable transport, and putting meals on the table.
One mother, Nekeesha Henry, told the Express she was worried about the increased transportation costs to get her daughter
to and from school. She was also anxious about the price of
food.
According to Henry, she had been forced to enrol her daughter in the school feeding programme, since she could no longer
afford both transportation and food together.
Henry works as a daily rated checker, and called on the gov-

“I don’t let them take taxis, even though it might be cheaper
than driving them to school. The kind of country we are living
in, I just don’t feel comfortable allowing them to travel with any
and anybody. So, I have to make the sacrifice,” she said.
While nearly all the parents were calling for initiatives to
reduce back-to-school expenses, another said it was unfair to
expect the government to fix all the issues.
According to this parent, there are ways to budget and cut
costs, such as having uniforms made by a seamstress instead of
purchasing ready-made one from the store.
Also, PTAs should become involved in assisting pupils in
need, and that bookstore owners should be held to account for
the high cost of schoolbooks.
Owner of Charran’s Bookstore Vivek Charran said there has
been no increase in the cost of school supplies. However, he said
prices are likely to increase in the future.
“There is inflation on the horizon,” he said.

The government of Trinidad and Tobago has acquired 31 new police vehicles to augment its current fleet.
Speaking at the handover of the first tranche last week, National Security Minister Fitzgerald Hinds said the
sedans, SUV’s & pick-ups will be put toward improving police patrols. The first batch of vehicles was handed
over to the Trinidad & Tobago Police Force by the Vehicle Management Corporation of Trinidad & Tobago
last week. Also present was Acting Police Commissioner McDonald Jacob, who said the vehicles will be
immediately added to the fleet. In photo, Works & Transport Minister, Rohan Sinanan (foreground), and Jacob,
appreciate the legroom in a new vehicle; inset are two of the police vehicles delivered last week.

Signs of the time as govt moves on NCDs

Worst of times for parents as schools reopen to higher gas, food, & transport prices
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ernment to raise the minimum wage, and implement initiatives
to ease the burden on struggling parents.
“I wish it had another way to make some extra cash,” she told
the Express.
Another mother, Candace Wellington, also expressed anxiety
over earning enough to feed her four children and pay for their
transportation to and from school.
“It is really costly; simple stuff has skyrocketed,” she said.
Another mother who requested anonymity said she was now
looking for a second job.
“Everything has gone up. Everything. But people’s salaries are
still the same,” she stated.
This mother said she was continuing to trim household costs,
and has enrolled her children in the school feeding programme,
and is purchasing used school books.
However, she was not willing to compromise on paying to
have her children safely transported to and from school.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema
No more lip-service: Now Bollywood is overcoming onscreen kissing taboo

From a blog post by Mr & Mrs 55:
global forum.
Tulips kissing... a well‘Classic Bollywood Revisited’
1973: Dimple Kapadia dresses in fewer items of clothing
known trope in
issing in Bollywood films has been a volatile subject,
than ever seen on-screen before and kisses Rishi Kapoor
Bollywood
a heated source of international ridicule and shame,
in the film Bobby.
movies
for almost 100 years. This blog post is likely to
From bikini scenes by a pool, to lounging around the house
horrify just as many readers as it intrigues. What many
with her bare midriff and a miniskirt, Dimple Kapadia was
people do not know is that the taboo of kissing in
careful to leave nothing to the imagination.
Hindi films has evolved dramatically since the
1978: The film Satyam Shivam Sundaram showcases
birth of film.
Shashi Kapoor and Zeenat Aman locking lips in
In its early days, intimacy on-screen was not
multiple scenes.
the heretical offense it later became – in fact,
Shashi Kapoor eventually jumps off the kissing
an appropriate diegetic display of affection was
deep-end in Merchant-Ivory films, becoming
once standard fare in Hindi film! But a carefully
known as the Bollywood actor with no
constructed web of symbolic cinematography
boundaries!
and allegorical imagery soon replaced the
1988: Gulzar’s Libaas is banned by the
film industry’s brief encounter with physical
Indian Censor Board, and was not released
romance.
in India until 2014.
Instead, generations of Indians grew up
The film starring Shabana Azmi and
in a world where pretty treetops and flowers were more
Naseerudin Shah centres on Indian couples
passionate than any human interaction could ever become. We
having extra-marital relationships. The film was
created scores of young men and women like myself who get
critically acclaimed around the world, but was
so uncomfortable when kissing appears on-screen if Indian
not allowed a showing for almost 30 years in the country of
parents are present, that we actually have to leave the room
its origin.
to relieve tension.
I’m sure the Censor Board’s decision to ban this film
And when I first saw Shashi Kapoor sell his soul kissing
prevented tons of men and women from cheating on each
in Satyam Shivam Sundaram, I felt my world had come to
other…umm, not.
an end.
1996: Raja Hindustani features an awkward minuteWhy is there such hype around kissing in Hindi films?
long kiss between Amir Khan and Karishma Kapoor.
After all, we’re all modern citizens of the world, and certainly
I still recall the awkwardness of that scene when first
Indians are some of the most romantic.
seeing this film with my family. Oh, my scarred childhood.
Kissing in Bollywood films has jumped the spectrum from
2004: Sharmila Tagore becomes Chair of the Central
as liberal as the French in the 1920s to a wave of conservatism
Board of Film Certification (until 2011).
brought by the 1950s, and again a shift back toward cinema’s
You might think that would tame things down again, but
early lip-locking roots by the 1990s.
she subsequently allows all kinds of wildness:
We at Mr and Mrs 55 hope our descriptive timeline of
“We see ourselves as more of a certification body than
this fascinating cause célèbre sheds light on this controversial
just Censor Board. We are not into moral policing; we
impulse of nature we were all led to believe pure Indian film
follow a middle path. There are certain things we let go, as
stars did not possess!
we have to be a little more tolerant and mature. Times are
1896: The Lumiere Brothers bring cinema to India with
changing and we have to change with it.”
First Lady of Indian cinema Devika Rani performs a good
a showing at the Watson Hotel in Bombay.
Under her watch, kissing in Hindi films hits the jackpot.
deed in Karma (1933)
1918: Cinematographic Act is first passed by the
“I do believe in censorship and I do believe in freedom of
country’s legislative council.
expression, but at the same time there has to be a reasonable
This addresses the licensing of cinema houses and the
restriction. You really can’t go back; the change of being
certification of films declared suitable for public exhibition.
liberal is here to stay for a longer time,” she added.
Boards of Censors would be established within two years in
2005: Rani Mukherjee and Amitabh Bachhan share a
all major Indian cities, based on the guidelines of the British
cross-generational kiss in the film Black.
Board of Film Censors.
It’s as weird as you would imagine.
1921: Bilat Ferat, a Bengali silent film directed by
2008: A passionate kiss between Aishwarya Rai and
Dhirendra Nath Gunguli, displays intimate scenes and
Hrithik Roshan in the film Dhoom 2 was asked to
kissing galore.
be removed by Aishwarya’s father-in-law, Amitabh
Based on the Mahabharata, the film is about two kings
Bachchan.
who are vying for the same hermit’s daughter.
After all, she was a married woman now, and that would
1922: The film Pati Bhakti showcases Lalita Pawar in a
just be the height of humiliation for her family, right???! Oh,
serious kiss.
the irony. Isn’t it the 21st century already?
She would later become known for her stock roles in the
2010: Shah Rukh Khan who vowed never to kiss
1950s and 1960s as the hard-hitting conservative mother
on-screen was “forced” to kiss Katrina Kaif in the film
figure.
Jab Tak Hai Jaan.
1929: Silent film A Throw of Dice has an exciting kiss
Oh please, Shah Rukh. That didn’t exactly look like
between actors Seeta Devi and Charu Roy.
extortion to me.
Shashi Kapoor & Zeenat Aman push the damp dupatta’s
1933: Devika Rani locked lips with her real life husband
2012: Bombay Talkies displays Bollywood’s first full-out
envelope in Satyam Shivam Sundaram (1977)
Himanshu Rai on screen in Karma.
gay kiss, and debuted at the Cannes Film Festival.
The famous lip-lock took four minutes, and remains the
We totally love how this is finally making it to the
Minister Nehru during independence. The irony? The
longest onscreen kiss to date.
mainstream and stereotypes are getting challenged in India!
Information and Broadcasting Ministry wanted a scene
1952: Cinematograph Act is established, ruling
Thank you Karan Johar for having more guts than most
featuring the kiss between Nehru and Edwina, wife of Lord
on-screen kissing to be indecent.
Bollywood directors ever did.
Mountbatten, to be deleted. The film was ultimately shelved.
The Supreme Court of India claims: “Film censorship
My apologies in advance to all the aunties who were unable
1964: The film Kohra displays a super awkward scene
becomes necessary because a film motivates thought and
to finish their breakfasts because they stumbled across this
between a newlywed couple flirting with each other
action and assures a high degree of attention and retention as
post. Believe me, it hurts me as much as it hurts you.
as wife Waheeda Rehman attempts to wake up her
compared to the printed word. The combination of act and
One of the reasons we’ve been so out of touch in the recent
husband Biswajeet in the morning.
speech, sight and sound in semi darkness of the theatre with
the past is because of preparations for my wedding that took
Several kisses are creatively implied. While the scene is
elimination of all distracting ideas will have a strong impact on actually filmed in the couple’s bedroom, two twin beds are
place lately!
the minds of the viewers and can affect emotions. Therefore,
Mr. 55 gave a beautiful piano performance at the sangeet
shown just in case there could be any confusion.
it has as much potential for evil as it has for good and has an
of Lag Ja Gale that would have you in tears. Many pictures are
1969: The song Roop Tera Mastana from film Aradhana
equal potential to instill or cultivate violent or bad behaviour.
forthcoming, but you’ll be interested to note that in classic
becomes arguably the steamiest scene ever to hit the
It cannot be equated with other modes of communication.”
Bollywood tradition, not a single kiss was planned at the event!
Hindi film industry.
1954: 13,000 Indian women of Delhi collect a petition
However, we were tricked as soon after we stepped off the
The Khosla Committee is established to inquire into the
to Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru that urges him
mandap by my husband’s groomsmen yelling in unison to
working of the existing procedures for the certification of
to address the cinema’s wild potential to encourage
“Kiss the bride!” It was a no-win situation!
films for public exhibition and related matters, focusing on the
“precocious sex habits”.
If we kissed, my Nani was right in the front row and would
representation of sexuality saying:
My question is, where were all the Indian men of Delhi?
judge us so hard, but if we didn’t, our friends would think we
“If, in telling the story it is logical, relevant or necessary
“Films have an essential part to play in the modern world,”
had some kind of problem. So we went for it.
to depict a passionate kiss or a nude human figure, there
Nehru responded. “At the same time it is true that any
It was probably the most awkward thing I’ve ever done.
should be no question of excluding the shot, provided the
powerful medium like motion pictures has a good effect and
Thank you old Bollywood films for making two otherwise
theme is handled with delicacy and feeling, aiming at aesthetic
a bad effect. We have to take care therefore that we emphasise
completely normal Americans totally unprepared for a public
expression and avoiding all suggestion of prurience or
the good aspect of it.”
display of affection at their own wedding.
lasciviousness.”
Incidentally, the biographical movie The Indian Summer
And no, we won’t be posting any pictures of that special
Yet, many continued to find this attitude “un-Indian,” as
in production a few years later featured the story of Prime
moment… for obvious reasons.
the nation grappled with its increasingly important role in the

K
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Inclusivity puts South Asian actors on global screens

By Eshita Bhargava
we have characters like Devi Vishwakarma in Never Have I
nclusivity on screen has been a long-debated topic of
Ever, and Kate Sharma in Bridgerton, who are redefining the
discussion. We, cine lovers, have witnessed the slow yet
beauty in the global cinema while representing a woman of
progressive shift in the same through the years, especially
colour.”
with regards to South Asian representation. From being
Multi-lingual star Saie Tamhankar said, “As an actor, it
outcast to having a side role to now being in the lead, the
is an incredible feeling to have a chance of witnessing the
growth has been phenomenal.
change in the context of cultural inclusivity in global cinema.
An Indian female protagonist leading the global show,
The recent few shows are definitely a massive step forward
Bridgerton S2, is indeed a step forward in the right direction,
in the cause, especially with Bridgerton being led by an
but, at the same time, it
Indian female character. It is a
poses crucial questions on
major shift in the narrative of
the accuracy of cultural
South Asian representation in
representation. While the
entertainment.”
same debate has taken over
Adding to the debate on a
the Internet, another brilliant
more in-depth portrayal of our
step came from the Oscars
cultures, she added, “While
as they hosted an event to
having said that, I would love
celebrate South Asian talent in
to watch more culturally rich
Hollywood.
characters from our homelands
Coming in as good news for
than simply a matter of fact in
all the artists, we had a chance
the storyline. It would be even
of discussing the concept
nicer to have a drama with
and growth of South Asian
in-depth knowledge of the vivid
representation in cinema with
culture.”
some of the leading Hindi film
Nimrat Kaur, an established
actors.
actor in the west, believes that
Commenting that it is a great
Indian actors have always been
time to be in the entertainment
a part of global cinema.
business, Esha Gupta said, “I
She said, “We have had
think it is just about the fact
phenomenal actors from India
that the world is getting more
represent the South Asian
Kate Sharma (Simone Ashley)
open and smaller. The east is
community for eons. Saeed
meeting the west. Talent was always there, but now it is finally
Jaffrey, Om Puri, Amrish Puri, Irrfan Khan, Aishwarya Rai
getting a chance and visibility all across the world. It is a
Bachchan, and many new actors are now coming to the
beautiful time to be in the entertainment industry to witness
forefront. It is a marvelous time when the world looks like one
and be a part of the same.”
cosmopolitan, where there is a multitude of ethnicities in the
In a shift in perception of beauty, Bridgerton placed Kate
cities we live in, and our cinemas should look the same.”
Sharma, aka Simone Ashley, (a woman of colour) at the centre
Additionally, “It is a great time where parts are written
of the show.
colour blind. I have played two characters where I don’t
In a similar context, performer Richa Ravi Sinha
confirm my background. One is Rebecca Yedlin in Wayward
commented, “People’s view on brown skin or South Asian
Pines, and Yana Seldon in the upcoming show, Foundation S2.”
women has been changing. It is nicer to hear, ‘She is pretty’,
Well, it is, indeed, an exciting time for cinema! And we can’t
than, ‘She is pretty for a South Asian/brown skin woman’. Now, wait for what the film world has in store next.
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Ajax Crematorium & Visitation Centre

Alia & Ranbir after the private ceremony

Alia & Ranbir set out to
build memories together

A

fter dating for quite a few years, the star couple Ranbir
Kapoor and Alia Bhatt were married on April 14 in
the presence of family members and a few friends at
the actor’s Mumbai residence.
Following the intimate wedding, the bride and groom
stepped out for a photo session with the paparazzi stationed
outside the venue.
Ranbir is a social media recluse, but Alia made up for it by
sharing stunning pictures from the dreamy ceremony on her
Instagram profile.
She wrote: “Today, surrounded by our family and friends,
at home … in our favourite spot – the balcony [where] we’ve
spent the last five years of our relationship – we got married.
With so much already behind us, we can’t wait to build more
memories together… memories that are full of love, laughter,
comfortable silences, movie nights, silly fights, wine delights
and Chinese bites. Thank you for all the love and light during
this very momentous time in our lives. It has made this
moment all the more special. Love, Ranbir and Alia.”

Brampton Crematorium & Visitation Centre

289-372-3300

905-458-2222

www.acvc.info
384 Finley Avenue, Ajax, ON L1S 2E3

www.bcvc.info
30 Bramwin Court, Brampton, ON L6T 5G2

State of the art facilities

Ample parking

As the experts in funerals we can offer many options that fit your traditions, wishes and budget
CALL US TO FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN PROTECT YOUR FAMILY BY PLANNING AHEAD

Compassion Care Convenience
-

-

Lock in funeral costs and protect against inflation and price increases
Make decisions now and protect your family from the emotional burdens of planning a funeral
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Kerr excels at New Zealand awards

A

Hayley Matthews

Matthews gets nod on Most Valuable Team

W

est Indies all-rounder Hayley
Matthews has been named on the
Most Valuable Team of the ICC
Women’s Cricket World Cup 2022, the recognition coming as a return from her investment
in hard work, she told the Caribbean Media
Corporation last week. Hayley was the only
West Indian named on the team.
Despite the West Indies women not making
it to the top in the recently-concluded World
Cup games in New Zealand, Matthews still
impressed with both the bat and the ball. The
tournament was won by Australia.
“I’ve put a lot of hard work leading up to the
tournament, and to be selected to the best XI
is reward for that. I must admit that it is bittersweet because we didn’t make it to the final,
but the fight we have shown throughout the
tournament signifies the growth we have had
as a team,” she told CMC.
Cricket West Indies Lead Selector for
Women’s Cricket Anne Brown-John said the
accomplishment was “well deserved, since she
was one of the outstanding players of the tournament: both with the bat and the ball”.
“For this, she must be commended,” BrownJohn said.
Matthews amassed 260 runs, including a
match-winning century against hosts New
Zealand on the opening day of the tournament. Her century was a career-defining 119
off 128 balls, with 16 fours and a six.
Also, she also took ten wickets with her
off-spin, with best figure of 4-15 against
Bangladesh that steered West Indies to a thrilling, close win.
Her performances helped West Indies make
it to the semi-finals of the tournament for the
first time since 2013. They were also the first
team to come through from the qualifiers and
make the final four of the main event.
“Getting a century is always a momentous
occasion, but getting a World Cup 100 was,

I think, just a bit more special for me, and
definitely up there in being quite memorable.
The opportunity to contribute with the ball as
well has been really pleasing, knowing that if it
doesn’t go my way with the bat on that day that
I can still contribute otherwise,” Matthews said.
CWI congratulated her on making the Most
Valuable Team. Brown-John also praised the
entire West Indies team for their showing at
the tournament, and the strides made to finish among the top four and climb up the ICC
Women’s ODIs’ standings.
“The team went into the competition in the
lower half of the standings, and ended in the
top four. For this, the players and staff must be
complimented. The selectors put together what
we considered to be the best 18 available players for the World Cup, and we are confident
that they did their best,” Brown declared.
Additionally, “Everyone would like to get
to the final, but it did not happen this time.
Despite this, there were some really remarkable performances, and Hayley Matthews and
Deandra Dottin were beacons, resulting in
Hayley being named to the ICC team of the
World Cup.”
Meg Lanning was named captain of the
Most Valuable Team after guiding her side
to the title, and scoring 394 runs. Four
Australians have made the team, including
Player-of-the-Tournament Alyssa Healy. The
wicket-keeper-batter made two centuries in
the knockout stages, including 170 in the final
against England.
Most Valuable Team: Meg Lanning (Australia)
– Captain, Laura Wolvaardt (South Africa),
Alyssa Healy (Australia), Rachael Haynes
(Australia), Nat Sciver (England), Beth
Mooney (Australia), Hayley Matthews (West
Indies), Marizanne Kapp (South Africa),
Sophie Ecclestone (England), Shabnim Ismail
(South Africa), Salma Khatun (Bangladesh),
and 12th: Charlie Dean (England).

ll-rounder Amelia Kerr was among the where she scored 504 runs in 12 matches at an
ODI Players of the Year, excelling in average of 56, and strike rate of 115. She finthe women’s category at the 2022 New ished the Shield with 218 runs in six matches
Zealand Cricket awards, ESPNcricinfo reported at 43.60 average.
last week.
Said Bates: “For me it was just simplifying
Kerr scored 171 runs and picked six wickets it. I went back to what I’m good at, which is
in six matches in 2021, and put up superb per- hitting straight and not trying to add things
formances in the recently-concluded Women’s to my game. Mentally trusting that what I had
World Cup, where she totaled 201 runs, and was good enough, just standing still and reacttook nine wickets in seven
ing – and that is the key for
games.
anyone really. I was able to
She was also among the
do that for periods of time,
Super Smash Players of the
and have some success, and
Year in the women’s categohopefully for the rest of
ry. Also, she had a superb
my career I can remember
run in the T20 format, conthat.”
tributing to Wellington’s
Bates’ Otago team-mate
title win with 346 runs and
Eden Carson took away
17 wickets in 11 matches.
the Phyl Blackler Cup for
“For me, the focus is
bowling excellence after she
on just trying to enjoy my
impressed in both competicricket,” Kerr said.
tions, with 17 wickets in 12
She added, “I worked
Super Smash matches, and
hard throughout that last
18 wickets in the Shield,
winter, so it was pleasing to
including 5 for 17 in the
go out there and perform
final.
Amelia Kerr
in the season. I absolutely
Sophie Devine was
love playing for the Blaze, and to complete an named the T20I Players of the Year in the
unbeaten season was really special. I’ve also got women’s category. It is Devine’s second conto thank the people around me who have sup- secutive NZC T20I award, after finishing 2021
ported me this season.”
with 114 runs and six wickets in seven matches.
Opening batter Suzie Bates’ consistency in
“T20 is a format I really enjoy, and one I’m
the women’s Super Smash, and the Hallyburton constantly trying to adapt my game in order
Johnstone Shield for Otago, earned her the to become a better bowler. It means a lot. It is
Ruth Martin Cup for batting excellence. She something very special to win this award. I feel
was the highest scorer in the Super Smash, really grateful to receive it,” Devine said.

Guyana, T&T host 2022 Hero CPL matches

E

ight matches in the 2022 Hero
Caribbean Premier League T20 tournament are to be played in Trinidad and
Tobago, a CPL said in a release last week.
Guyana will also host seven group games,
three knockout matches, and the Hero CPL
final on September 30.
The Trinidad and Tobago matches will be
played between September 11-18, and will see
home team Trinbago Knight Riders taking part
in four of the games. This year’s CPL runs from
August 30-September 30.
The 2020 CPL was hosted solely in Trinidad
and Tobago minus fans due to the Covid-19
pandemic. It moved to St Kitts and Nevis last
year, and saw limited fans on the grounds.
“With restrictions now being relaxed in
Trinidad and Tobago, the unique energy and
excitement of cricket fans will come alive at all
the matches, bringing a return to the fantastic
atmosphere the tournament has missed over
the previous two seasons,” the CPL release
stated.
Trinidad and Tobago’s Minister of Sport and
Community Development, Shamfa Cudjoe,

was elated over the development.
“The government of the Republic of
Trinidad and Tobago is excited to partner with
the Hero Caribbean Premier League,” Cudjoe
said.
Guyana’s Providence Stadium will host the
finals of the Hero CPL from this year until
2024.
As has been reported in Georgetown, the
government of Guyana, in collaboration with
the local private sector, will stage two weeks of
events, in what is being described as a “Cricket
Carnival”.
As the CPL release noted, the two-week
event is being planned to “celebrate the best
that Guyana has to offer, showcasing [its]
music, food, and culture.”
Said Guyana’s President Irfaan Ali: “Cricket
is much more than a game for us... it is a passion, part of our culture, and a unifying force.
As we celebrate ‘One Guyana’, the hosting of
the CPL final will be an energising force. We
are building a product that will be spectator
focused, integrated with our regional partners
for a global market.”

players worked hard on the different skills we will try to do more like this.”
we were trying to implement. I think a lot of
Simmons also noted the attitude at the
them… have shown improvement through the camp was positive, and that the cricketers were
camp… it was successful,” Simmons told CWI putting in the work.
media last week.
“They have done the
work that we asked them to
“We know who is there,
and we know what we have
do, which included getting
up early and training at 6
to keep working on with
am. I think they have taken
them. It was good to have
them in an environment
it in stride. That is why
there is so much improvewhere we can just work
on different skills without
ment. All of the players will
go back to their franchispreparing for a match or
es, and hopefully they will
series, so it is good to see
them in this… environbe playing in the four-day
tournament coming up, or
ment,” he said.
Additionally, “We would
be selected to go on the
trip to the Netherlands and
like to have [more camps
Phil Simmons
like this one], and we have
Pakistan. It is for them to go
been trying to have for the longest while, but back home and work towards whatever is their
the fixtures are so congested that to find ten next challenge,” Simmons said.
days somewhere to do something like this is
He also revealed that the next few weeks
difficult. Once we have a ten days somewhere, would see him and the rest of the West Indies

coaching staff taking a break. A packed schedule is ahead for the second half of the year.
“I think definitely we need a break now. It
will be good to have three or four weeks where
we can sit back and relax and revive ourselves,
so that when the start of the run from June to
December comes, we will be a little bit fresher
and rejuvenated,” he said.
Come late May, West Indies travel to the
Netherlands for the first ever three-match ODI
series between the teams. This tour will be
followed by the rescheduled three-match ODI
Series against Pakistan, which was postponed
in December.
These fixtures form part of the ICC’s ODI
Super League, where teams will have the
opportunity to secure points to try and take
one of the top seven places, excluding hosts
India, to gain automatic qualification for the
2023 ICC Men’s Cricket World Cup.
West Indies are also hosting tours by
Bangladesh, India, and New Zealand, with all
three series featuring white-ball matches.

Simmons notes refining benefits from out-of-competition camps for players

M

ore out-of-competition skills camps
in the future will be beneficial and
help players take their game forward, West Indies head coach Phil Simmons
said last week.
Simmons’ observation came following
Cricket West Indies selecting 16 players for a
white-ball camp, which was held at Coolidge
Cricket Ground. It started on March 31, and
ended on April 11.
It was aimed at improving players’ skill sets,
with West Indies focused on two major global
events over the next two years. The events are
the Men’s T20 World Cup in Australia later
this year, and the 2023 Men’s Cricket World
Cup to be played in India.
Simmons described the camp as a success, saying that the players involved showed
improvement in the targeted areas.
Looking down the road, he added that once
the West Indies’ schedule allows, he would like
to see similar initiatives in the future.
“I think it has been successful… that the
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Anderson still stumped over Test drop

D

ropped from the English tour of the Caribbean in with the other bowlers that are coming through.”
Anderson said following the Ashes defeat, everything came
March, James Anderson has reiterated that he remains
in the wilderness over his omission from the Test side, “under scrutiny”; a lot was going on, with “people losing their
The Guardian reported last week. Additionally, Anderson re- jobs”.
Said Anderson, “I would have loved a sit-down, face-to-face,
vealed he has had no communication from the England camp.
In what was an astonishing development for England’s top but obviously that’s not always possible in these situations. I
wicket taker, Anderson did not make the pick for the West Indies would have loved more than a five-minute phone call, but again
that’s not always possible.”
series that took place last month.
Also, “It’s difficult because there is
Also told to not pack his bags for
no one in those positions yet, there
Antigua was Anderson’s long-term
is an interim director of cricket, and
opening partner Stuart Broad. Both
interim head coach. With stuff up in
players have taken 1,177 Test wickets
the air like that, I would expect to
between them.
hear something once those positions
The move to drop Anderson and
are filled.”
Broad came following England’s 4-0
He added he had no communicaAshes defeat. In the administration
tion with England since getting the
shakeup that followed, interim didrop.
rector of cricket, Andrew Strauss,
Meanwhile, as The Guardian resuggested it was an opportunity for
ported, England captain, Joe Root,
the team to develop. England lost the
suggested after the series’ loss against
series 1-0 in the West Indies.
West Indies that the team had made
Anderson revealed in the after“big improvements” in attitude.
math of the drop decision that both
James Anderson
However, Anderson rejected suggeshe and Broad had received only a
five-minute phone call from Strauss to explain England’s move.
Anderson is now preparing to start the new season with
Lancashire. Meanwhile, he remains bewildered over being axed
from the English team.
“I’ve stopped trying to make sense of it and just put it to one
side,” he said.
He added, “It was completely out of my control. I’ve got to
focus on what I can control, and that is bowling as well as I possibly can. Firstly, that is here these next two months, try and take
as many wickets as I possibly can, and see what happens from
there,” Anderson said.
Additionally, “Something like this, for me, is quite a big deal
because it came out of the blue a little bit. I still feel like I’m
bowling well. I was in the Top 10 of the world rankings, so I feel
like I’m doing a good job for the team. I feel like I’ve got a lot to
offer, not just on the field but off it. I’ve really enjoyed working

tions he was difficult to captain. Also, he did not believe there
was an issue during the Ashes.
Anderson has taken 640 Test wickets, yet with the drop, he
now has to work his way up again via his performances in the
County Championship to win back a place on the English team.
He has a point to prove, he said, adding, “For me, if I think of
how I build up to a Test series, I want to be in as good form as
possible going into that series. For me the best way of doing that
is performing for Lancashire, trying to win games of cricket.
That’s been my mindset forever. Hopefully those performances
will lead to a call-up, and if not then at least we will get off to a
good start to the season.”
Said Anderson, “If the England call doesn’t come, I will still
play here this season. I have never looked too far ahead in my
career. It’s always game by game, series by series, season by season.”

US cricket men’s team

US welcome automatic World Cup berth

T

he ICC decision to award an automatic qualification for
the Men’s T20 World Cup in 2024 was last week welcomed by USA Cricket. The move guarantees the US
men’s team an appearance in what could be their first ever World
Cup, despite the men’s and women’s sides having a chance to
qualify for the 2022 and 2023 events first.
As Cricbuzz reported last week, USA head coach J. Arun Kumar was elated over the development.
“We are delighted to receive confirmation from the ICC that
we will gain automatic qualification for the historic 2024 ICC
Men’s T20 World Cup to be co-hosted here in US with the West
Indies. For US to play in the expanded 20 team T20 World Cup
on home soil is going to be ground-breaking and historic for
cricket, as the sport continues to expand around the world.
We’re really looking to being a part of it in 2024,” Kumar said.
After its board meeting in Dubai, the ICC said 12 teams will
qualify automatically for the event. The top eight teams from the
2022 T20 World Cup in October-November in Australia event
will be joined by the two host members, West Indies and USA.
Two more qualifiers will be based on the ranking as of November 14, 2022, with the remaining eight spots to be decided
through a regional qualification process with Africa, Asia, and
Europe each qualifying two teams, and Americas and East Asia
Pacific one each.
“If West Indies finish in the top eight in Australia later this
year, three teams will progress based on rankings, and if outside
the top eight, two teams will qualify from the rankings table,” the
ICC said in an April 10 release.
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Said Kumar: “We are hopeful that it will in fact be a second
T20 World Cup appearance though for our squad, as we are very
focussed on the opportunity in front of us this year as we travel
to Zimbabwe in July as one of the eight teams looking for the
final two spots in the T20 World Cup in Australia in 2022.”
He added, “We have been playing good cricket in recent
times, with a first ever victory over a Test Nation vs Ireland in
December in Florida. I’m also really pleased with the ever-growing depth in our player pool, as we have brought in a number
of young, impressive home-grown talents that are going to help
make up the future of the side for many years to come.”
The qualification pathway for the ICC Women’s T20 World
Cup 2024 has also been decided. Eight teams will gain automatic qualification into the event, comprising the top three teams
from each group of the 2023 event plus host (if not in the six),
and next highest ranked teams on the Women’s T20 rankings
table at a pre-determined date.
“The remaining two teams will be identified through the
Women's T20 World Cup global qualifier,” the ICC release stated
earlier this month.
The qualification pathway for the eight team Women’s ODI
World Cup was also confirmed. The yet to be determined host
of the event will automatically qualify, along with the next five
highest placed teams at the end of the 2022-25 ICC Women’s
Championship. The remaining two teams will be identified
through a global qualifying event between the four bottomplaced teams in the IWC, plus an additional two teams from the
ODI rankings.

Cricket Schedule
(All Times Local)

Wednesday May 11, 2022
Sri Lanka tour of Bangladesh, 2022
TBC vs TBC, 2-day Practice Match, Day 1, MA
Aziz Stadium, Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Thursday May 12, 2022
Sri Lanka tour of Bangladesh, 2022
TBC vs TBC, 2-day Practice Match, Day 2,
Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Sunday May 15, 2022
Sri Lanka tour of Bangladesh, 2022
Bangladesh vs SL, 1st Test, Day 1, Z.A.
Chowdhury Stadium, Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Monday May 16, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 2,
ZACS, Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Tuesday May 17, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 3,
ZACS, Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Wednesday May 18, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 4,
ZACS, Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Thursday May 19, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 1st Test, Day 5,
ZACS, Chattogram, 10:30 AM
Monday May 23, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 1,
Shere Bangla National Stad., Dhaka, 10:30 AM
Tuesday May 24, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 2,
SBNS, Dhaka, 10:30 AM
Wednesday May 25, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 3,
SBNS, Dhaka, 10:30 AM
Thursday May 26, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 4,
SBNS, Dhaka, 10:30 AM
Friday May 27, 2022
Bangladesh vs Sri Lanka, 2nd Test, Day 5,
SBNS, Dhaka, 10:30 AM
Tuesday May 31, 2022
West Indies tour of Netherlands, 2022
Netherlands vs WI, 1st ODI, VRA Cricket
Ground, Amstelveen, 10:30 AM
Thursday June 02, 2022
Netherlands vs WI, 2nd ODI, VRA Cricket
Ground, Amstelveen, 10:30 AM
New Zealand tour of England, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 1,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
Friday June 3, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 2,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
Saturday June 04, 2022
Netherlands vs West Indies, 3rd ODI, VRA
Cricket Ground, Amstelveen, 10:30 AM
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 3,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
T20 Blast 2022
Hampshire vs Sussex, South Group, The Rose
Bowl, Southampton, 07:00 PM
Sunday June 05, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 4,
Lord’s, London, 11:00 AM
T20 Blast 2022
Kent vs Middlesex, South Group, St Lawrence
Ground, Canterbury, 02:30 PM
Warwickshire vs Nottinghamshire, North Group,
Edgbaston, Birmingham, 02:30 PM
Durham vs Northamptonshire, North Group,
Riverside Ground, Chester-le-Street, 02:30 PM
Worcestershire vs Leicestershire, North Group,
New Road, Worcester, 02:30 PM
Glamorgan vs Surrey, South Group, Sophia
Gardens, Cardiff, 02:30 PM
Monday June 06, 2022
England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 5,
Lord's, London, 11:00 AM
T20 Blast 2022
Yorkshire vs Nottinghamshire, North Group,
Headingley, Leeds, 06:30 PM
Tuesday June 07, 2022
Australia tour of Sri Lanka, 2022
SL vs Australia, 1st T20I, R. Premadasa
Stadium, Colombo, 07:00 PM
Wednesday June 08, 2022
SL vs Australia, 2nd T20I, R. Premadasa
Stadium, Colombo, 07:00.
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GTA L EADE RS REALTY INC., BROKERAGE
4300 Steeles Avenue West, Suite 26
Vaughan ON, L4L 4C2
Tel: 416-241-3337 Fax: 416-987-0056
www.teamgtahomes.com
gtaleaders@gmail.com

~ RESIDENTIAL · COMMERCIAL · INDUSTRIAL · INVESTMENT ~

Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

Mississauga For Sale $1,588,000
Location!
Location! Pride
of ownership
move-in ready
detached 4+1
spacious bdrms,
4 washrooms
on quiet
street. Freshly
painted, 6
parking spaces,
hardwood floors, LED lighting, W/O to an
entertaining deck & beautiful landscaped backyard
w/exquisite seasonal floral gardening. Sep entrance
to newly reno open concept bsmt w/custom kitchen,
quartz countertop, potlights, porcelain tiles, vinyl
floor & much more. Close to major hwys & all
amenities. Walking distance to Square One.

For Sale
$999,900

Family Friendly
SOLD
Neighbourhood,
$350,100
Walking
OVER
Distance
ASKING
To Schools
PRICE
& Parks.

Etobicoke

Brampton East For Sale $899,990

Location! Location!

Location! Stunning
3 bdrm 3 bath
townhome in
prestigious Brampton
East. Main flr features:
open concept liv/din
rooms seamlessly
transition into a private b/yard. Kitchen has
upgraded quartz countertops, b/splsh & large eat-in
island. Bsmt features: 2 bdms w/full wrm & potlights
thruout. Interlocked driveway allows 3 cars to park
w/added garage access. Close to all amenities,
shopping, schools, place of worship, hwys 427/407.

Toronto For Sale $699,990

Location! Location! Location! Bright & spacious 1 bed
1 bath corner suite located in the rarely available
prestigious French quarters.
Residence features a functional
open concept layout boasting
9' ceilings. Spacious living
room seamlessly transitions to
a breathtaking private balcony
overlooking quiet courtyard.
Building features world class
amenities: spectacular roof
top garden with BBQ, gym,
party room, lounge/library suites. Steps from the St
Lawrence market, distillery, and financial district.

Duo Condos
Better Together

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Artwalk Condos Vaughan

 rtwalk Condos is a new
A
condo development by
SmartCentres currently
in preconstruction at
101 Edgeley Boulevard,
Vaughan. The development
is scheduled for completion
in 2026. Available units
range in price from
$620,000 to over $980,000.
Artwalk Condos has a total
of 624 units. Sizes range
from 508 to 892 square feet.
Starting
From Low -

$600s*

Angus

FOR SALE
$1,399,990

$949,000

TAB

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

Coming soon to Brampton.

Narrative Condos

Starting
From Low

$300s

Victory Green Markham, ON

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

$700K

Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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437-235-7599

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

The place where transit
and schools are within
touching distance.
Shopping, parks, trails,
and lush golf courses
add excitement. Relaxing
amenities and livable
suites bring joy every day.

Starting
From

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

It all begins at 7437 Kingston Road – a unique project set against
the backdrop of both nature and the city. Located on Kingston
Road, adjacent to Rouge and Port Union, The Narrative offers
the perfect balance of nearby green space, a diverse and
welcoming community, nearby amenities, and easy access to
the heart of Toronto via the 401.
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Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

